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An Evolving Journal
for an Evolving Organization

Sandra Haynes and H. Frederick Sweitzer

The National Organization for Human Service Education has changed its name and
expanded its vision. In this article, we consider whether and how to expand the mis
sion and vision of Human Service Education, the organization's academic journal. A
few comments on the history of the organization and the rationale for the name
change will set the stage for this discussion.

The Human Service movement was launched in response to needs in the community.
Associate's and Bachelor's programs sprang up around the country in the late 1970s
to meet the educational needs of a new kind of helping professional and to promote a
new vision of helping (Fullerton 1990). Faculty members in those programs brought
their experiences in the community and the perspectives of diverse disciplines such
as psychology, sociology, social work, and education to the table, but the task of cre
ating integrated, interdisciplinary programs that were grounded in the community was
approached without a body of experience and literature on which to draw.

The National Organization for Human Service was created in 1975 to meet the needs
of those educators. NOHSE, along with the regional organizations, were the only
places for discussion and dissemination of ideas, and Human Service Education was
the only journal. However, the organization has also always embraced a broader mis
sion, recognized its roots in the community, and attempted to involve human service
practitioners. The NOHSE web site (www.nationalhumanservices.org) describes the
mission of the organization as "to foster excellence in human service delivery through
education, scholarship and practice" (emphasis added). At its most recent meeting,
the organization decided to adopt a name change that would bring more balance to
the triad named in that mission (Glose, 2004). The organization is now called the Na
tional Organization for Human Services. In explaining the change, the board of direc
tors said "It is our desire to focus on the development of these communities and see
how colleges, universities, individual practitioners, agencies, and community organi
zations can come together to nurture that development" (Board of Directors, 2004).

What, then, is the role of an academic journal in this newly named organization? As in
any discipline, the role of scholarship and of academic journals is to develop a knowl
edge base, a body of accessible theory, research, and wisdom of practice that can
stimulate and guide us in our work. Scholarship in human services ought to reflect
systematic investigations and or reflections on issue and questions of interest. Fur
thermore, at least some of that scholarship should bring theory and practice together
in the realization of our mission.
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Therefore, we propose that the journal have three categories of articles: education,
practice, and community engagement. In each of these categories there will be room
for brief articles whose major goal is to share a resource or an interesting experience;
currently, these contributions are called "brief notes." In the future we might have a
section on "notes from the classroom" and one on "notes from the field." More sub
stantive contributions in each category will meet the criteria for scholarship in all its
forms (Glassick, Huber et aI., 1997; Richlin, 2001; Sweitzer, 2003). By meeting these
criteria, the articles will do more than tell stories; they will advance the conversations
about important questions and allow others to build in a systematic way on previous

Education

A scholarly article in this category would meet the following criteria: it must have at its
core a clear goal and a guiding intellectual question; it must respond to some unique
aspect of a situation; and it must be the result of systematic study, using methods that
are consistent with the guiding question. These criteria and their implications for hu
man service education have been discussed elsewhere (Sweitzer, 2003).

Pradice

Scholarly articles in this category should focus on recognizing and advancing human
service practice; that is, work done in the spirit and tradition of human services. That
spirit and tradition has a number of components, including a generalist focus, an inter
disciplinary approach, and deep roots in the community. Stories about "good work" in
the field that offer enough analysis and reflection to become a formal part of the con
versation about practice could be included here. These submissions meet the follow
ing criteria: a clear goal for the project; a clear statement of the context in which the
work was done; a description of methods that are appropriate for the goal; an effec
tive presentation, and a reflection about what was learned. Data on the effectiveness
of the intervention will make an even stronger contribution.

Community Engagement

These articles show human services scholars and practitioners in partnership with
community members and agencies, bringing theory to bear on the solution of practical
problems. These articles could be focused on the process of collaboration, so that we
all learn something about how to conduct these partnerships more effectively; or they
could be focused on how both theory and practice were transformed and extended by
being applied to problems or opportunities in the community. As with the criteria for
articles on practice, articles of this sort are strengthened by data and analysis.

Conclusion

The move to include practice and practitioners more fully in the National Organization
for Human Services can be seen as more than simply adding a focus, adding an audi
ence, or adding readers. NOHS can be the forum where theory and practice meet
and live-in productive dialogue with one another. Regional and national conferences

serve as a venue for the incubation of creative ideas a~ong those c~>nstituencies. We
hope that the Journal will be a scholarly record of that dialogue and Its results.
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The Experience of Helping:
Capturing the Voices of Human Service Students

Marianne Woodside, Trena M. Paulus, and Mary Ziegler

Abstract

This research study explores the meaning of helping for senior students in human
services using an open-ended interview format. Analysis of the data reveals helping
occurred in a context of a continual shift between the helper and those being helped.
The context is also rich with positive and negative emotions. Four themes emerge
from the experience: Need, Openness, Action, and Change. These themes relate
directly to the helping literature. Researchers suggest implications for human service
education and for future research.

The Experience of Helping:
Capturing the Voices of Human Service Students

The act or process of helping is a fundamental concept in the profession of human
services. In fact, "helping is such a natural part of our everyday lives that it is hard to
think of it as a specialized activity for which people must be trained" (Mandell &
Schram, 2006, p. 3). Yet we do educate and train individuals to provide assistance to
those in need and much of that education occurs in human service programs through
out the nation (Council for Standards in Human Service Education, 2003). According
to the human services and counseling literature, the act or process of helping consists
of the following assumptions: others can provide help and support, people have the
capacity to change, individuals have strengths that can help them change, and a
trusting relationship between helper and helped is important to facilitate the helping
process (Burger & Youkeles, 2004; Corey & Corey, 2003; Kottler, 2004; Mandell &
Schram, 2006; Woodside & McClam, 2006). There are several models that describe
the helping process and the tasks for each stage in the process. Corey and Corey
(2003) use a four-step model that includes identifying clients' problems, helping cli
ents create goals, encouraging clients to take action, and terminating the helping
process. Other models proposed by Egan (2002), Brill & Levine (2005), Neukrug
(2004) include similar steps.

Within the field of human services, the activity of helping spans a multitude of ser
vices provided to individuals, families, small groups, neighborhoods, and specific cli
ent groups. The types of problems that are addressed are as diverse as the people
served, and they relate to issues such as alcohol and drug abuse, mental illness,
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problems with relationships, problems at work, violent crime, AIDS, Alzheimer's, ag
ing, and many others (Woodside & McClam, 2006). This study expands the research
on the act or process of helping by describing the results of a phenomenological
study exploring how senior human service students describe their experiences of
helping. A review of the literature, description of the methodology, presentation of the
results, discussion, implications for human service educators, and implications for
further research follow.

Review of the Literature

Helping and altruism are terms which have been used interchangeably in the litera
ture. Since the 1960s, a growing body of literature indicates an attempt to define altru
ism and explore the motivations that promote the activity. The phenomenon of altru
ism describes an act for which the goal is improvement in the welfare of others
(Batson & Oleson, 1991). Previous research has focused on the development and
testing of theories that explain why individuals help others (Batson & Oleson, 1991;
Bowlby, 1980; Cialdini, Darby &Vincent, 1973; Darley &Latane, 1968; Hamilton,.
1964). The foItowing section describes five theories which have emerged from thls
research, ranging from genetic predispositions, selfless acts, self-interest, decision
making processes, and socially learned behavior, that explore motivations for helping.

Hamilton's (1964) model, focusing on genetic predispositions, states that the pressure
to help results from the principle of -inclusion fitness." This means helping occurs to
support the survival of the species. He posits that helping a relative is similar to help
ing the self, since the genetics of kin are very similar to one's own. More recently,
others have hypothesized that altruism is an impossible human activity. They reject
the concept of -inclusive fitness,' since helping others occurs at cost to the helper
(Sober & Wilson, 1998; Krebs, 1992).

Does helping represent a selfless or selfish behavior? Competing theories of altruism
offer different conclusions. For example, Batson and his colleagues, representing a
philosophy of selflessness as a motivation for altruism, propose that when a person
witnesses another in need, he or she can have one of two responses, personal dis
tress or empathic concern. According to Batson and others, either of these two re
sponses can result in altruistic behavior that is linked to a selfless motivation. These
researchers found strong links between altruism and empathy, where empathy is de
fined as the ability to understand about and feel for the welfare of others. Accordingly,
motivation for helping reflects a concern for the other (Batson, 1997; Batson, Ahmad,
Yin, Bedell, Johnson, Templin, &Whiteside, 1999; Batson, Chang. Orr, &ROWland.
2002; Batson &Oleson, 1991; Batson, Sager, Garst, &Kang, 1997).

Defining self-interest as a motivating factor for altruistic behavior, Cialdini and his
colleagues argue that helping occurs for nonaltruistic reasons. For example, individu
als help others to relieve the pain they feel when they see others in pain. People who
are consistently sad are likely to help others to lift their own spirits; in fact, they are
more likely to help than those who are not experiencing sadness (Claldlnl, Darby, &
Vincent, 1973; Schaller & Cialdini, 1988). The researchers also posit that empathy
represents the merging of self with the other, so an empathic response to an "other"
that results in helping is, in reality, helping one's self (Cialdini, Brown, Lewis, Luce, &
Neuberg, 1997; Maner, Luce. Neuberg, Cialdini, Brown, & Sagarin, 2002).

Other research studies that view helping from a self-interest.. cost-reward model, sug
gest individuals follow a decision-making model prior to helping. Darle~ and Latane
(1968) describe a decision tree representing how bys~ndersres~on~ In emer~en~y
situations. To help the bystander, the helper must "notice something IS happ~~lng,
interpret it as an emergency; decide that he or she h~~ a pe~sonal resp~nslbl~lty for
intervention" (p. 267). Failure at any of the three decision POints res~lt~ In no Interven
tion. Garcia, Weaver, Moskowitz, and Darley (2002) conclude that w~I~In~nesst~ ~elp
declines when other individuals are or are imagined to be present. Piliavin, DOVidiO,
Gaertner, and Clark (1981) present an arousal and cost-reward model hypothesizing
that seeing someone in need causes the observer to be~m~ aroused. In turn, ~e
observer decides what to do, to help or not to help, by weighing the cost of helping
against the cost of guilt from not helping. After examining helping policies individuals
use to determine if they will help, Fritzsche, Finkelstein, and Penner (2000) conclude
that helping increases as the cost for helping decreases.

Several studies hypothesize that helping is a socially learned attitude and activity.
Bowlby (1980) suggests that attachment figures guide the behavior of children. Simp
son, Rholes, Orina, and Grich (2002), conducting research using Bowlby's hypothe
sis, suggested that children receiving warmth and care will have the ability to help
others. Those nurtured early also develop an ability to empathize which leads to an
ability to give help. Research on natural helpers concludes that individuals can learn
to provide help to others through cultural cues and training (Memmott, 1993).

Experimental designs comprise the predominant research methodology used to in
vestigate helping or altruism. In these studies, primarily from the field of psychology,
hypotheses testing means manipulating variables related to a helping event or situa
tion (live or imagined), and asking subjects to respond in some way. One research
perspective that is absent from the literature on altruism or helping is the description
of the meaning of helping as it is experienced in everyday life. In other words, there is
little information about what helping is like from the perspective of the helper. Phe
nomenological research is one methodology used to gather data about an experience
"as lived" by participants. This approach provides the research tools to describe the
experience of a phenomenon, in this case that of helping. In this study, the researcher
asked the participants to describe their experience of helping. Analysis of this data
resulted in a description of the essence or meaning of those experiences.

Findings from this research approach are particularly relevant for human service edu
cators. Information from this study can help educators as they prepare students for
service learning and internship experiences. Knowledge of the everyday experience
of helping is often invisible to helpers, in this case, human service students. Results
from this research provide educators a clearer understanding of what the act of help
ing means for students. By raising the experience of helping to the level of aware
ness, educators can help students use self-reflection to evaluate their own helping
behavior (Kiser, 2004). This insight into student experiences also provides a founda
tion for planning pre-internship education (Kiser, 2004: Sweitzer & King, 2004) and
supports the internship supervisory process (Russell-Chapin & Ivey, 2004).
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Methodology

The methodology for this .stu.dy fo~lowed procedures suggested by Pollio, Henley, and
:hompson (1997) by beginning with the question, "Can you tell me about a specific
tlme.when ~ou help~~?" To ~ather information using this methodology, 15 human
service seniors participated In nonstructured interviews. These human service stu
dents.met the criteri~ for participation in phenomenological studies, since they had
expenences of helpang, and they were able to speak articulately about their experi
ences. In fact, because of their experiences, within the context of phenomenology.
they are considered experts (Colaizzi, 1978). The follOWing description of the method
ology for this study includes information about the participants, data collection, brack
eting, and analysis of the interviews.

Participants

The participants were 15 human service majors in their final semester of their senior
year at a four-year university in the southeastern part of the United States. The par
ticipants included seven males and eight females. Two were African Americans. The
age range for the participants was from 20 - 35 years of age. The researcher visited
four advanced level human service classes and asked for volunteers to participate in
the study. Protection for the participants included an informed consent that explained
the purpose of the study and the methods used. Anonymity was promised.

Data Collection

The data relating to the experience of helping was gathered in face-to-face interviews
At the begin~ing ?f the interview, the researcher asked the question, "Can you tell me'
~b.out a ~peclfi? tl~e whe~ you h~lpedT Subsequent questions arose from the par
tiCl~ants descriptions dunn~ the Interview that focused the participants on their ex
penences. Follow-up questions such as "What was that like for you?", "What stood
o~t.for y~u?", and ·Ca~ you describe a specific event where that took place?" helped
elicit participant expenences. When the participant did not have any more experi
en~~ to describe, ~he researcher articulated what she had heard. Participants made
revls~ons or ~rreetlons to the researcher's understanding. This interview process is
consistent With methodology recommended by Colaizzi (1978) and Polkinghorne
(1989).

Each inte!"'iew was audio taped to record nuances and inflections, as well as pauses
and emoti?nal ove.rtones. All tapes were then transcribed verbatim. Names, places,
and other informatIon that could possibly compromise the anonymity of each partici
pant were removed.

Bracketing

Since th~ focus of a phenomenological study is to describe the participants' experi
ences Without the researcher's own ideas and experiences biasing the study, the re
searcher used bracketing to become and remain aware of any preconceived ideas
about the experience of helping. In the initial bracketing procedure, the researcher
became the participant and was interviewed about her own experience of helping.

She transcribed the interview, and the transcript was analyzed using the same meth
odology she would use with the participants' interviews.

A second bracketing method was the presentation of the data to an interpretive re
search group. This group, comprised of faculty and students interested in phenome
nological research, met on a regular basis to review transcripts and look for themes.
This experience helped the researcher guard against "leading" the participants during
the interview and imposing any interpretation during the analysis of data (Guba &
Lincoln, 1989; Polkinghome, 1989; Pollio, Henley, & Thompson, 1997). During data
analysis, the group routinely pointed out issues that the researcher had failed to
bracket, presented interpretations of the transcripts, and suggested themes within
individual transcripts and across transcripts (Pollio, Henley, & Thompson, 1997;
Thompson, Locander, & Pollio, 1989).

Analysis of the Data

Based upon a phenomenological approach to the study of human experience, data
analysis included four steps: achieving a holistic understanding of the meaning of
helping for each participant; identifying meaning units; converting the participants'
descriptions of their experiences into themes; and synthesizing themes into a coher
ent understanding of the experience of helping (Giorgi, 1989; Pollio, Henley, &
Thompson, 1997). A description of each step follows.

Holistic Understanding

The researcher began the analysis by reading and re-reading the individual tran
scripts to determine what the experience of helping was like for each participant.
While reading, the researcher made notes of words, phrases, and events that con
veyed the meaning of the experience. Through multiple readings of the transcripts,
the researcher continued to search for the meanings. The re-readings continued until
the researcher could validate an understanding of the meaning of helping for each
participant, based on the text of the transcript. During this process, the interpretive
research group also read aloud seven of the transcripts, taking time to comment on
possible meanings of the helping experience. The result was a global understanding
of the experience of helping and a summary of the experience of helping for each
participant.

Identifying Meaning Units

The second step in the analysis entailed marking meaning units. A meaning unit is
each portion of the transcript that describes a specific action or a particular idea. Find
ing meaning units required careful study of the transcript, looking for the times when
the participants changed focus. Each transcript then became a list of meaning units
analyzed both in terms of each participant and in terms of all 15 interviews. The inter
pretive research group participated in the data analysis by reading seven transcripts,
suggesting meaning units, and making initial suggestions for themes for the individual
participants.
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MelYou. Throughout each ofthe transcripts, the participants had a dual awareness of
themselves and of the other(s) being helped. Participants always described their ex
periences of providing help juxtaposed with those experiences of receiving help. A
continual shift occurred between self and other that emphasized the participants' inte
gration of their own experiences with the experience of the other receiving help. "It
helps to see a friendly face after surgery [You], you're just scared and, of course, one
eye is bandaged [you). And we helped her to the bathroom, and then we brought her
lunch [me). She couldn't see, she wears glasses, and, after surgery, you can't wear
your glasses [You], so I'd help her cut up her food and feed her [me]". Each transcript
involved this alternating pattern, "I am and I feel and I did," and then "you are, you
feel, and you did." Even when the participant described an instance when he or she
decided not to help or the other rejected the help, the continuing shift in focus existed.
For the participant, the "MelYou· shift in perspective symbolizes the sharing of the
helping event.

.1

Converting Meaning Units into Themes

During the third step of the analysis, the researcher and the interpretive research
~roup ?evelope~ a set of theme~ ~cross all of the transcripts by clustering the mean
Ing units according to commonalities. Using meaning units from all 15 transcripts en
sured that the themes represented the experiences of all participants. Each theme
induded meaning units from each participant. Every meaning unit related to at least
one theme; some meaning units related to two or more themes. The researcher then
distilled the list of themes into a list of primary and secondary themes. The researcher
and the interpretive research group continued the synthesis of data until all agreed
that the themes represented the experience of the participants (Pollio, Henley, &
Thompson, 1997; Thompson, Locander, & Pollio, 1989). Labels for each theme re
flected the participants' words.

Synthesis of Themes into a Coherent Understanding

.In order to develop a synthesis of the themes into a coherent understanding of help
Ing, the researcher returned to the transcripts and analyzed the experience of helping
from a holistic perspective (Colaizzi, 1978; Pollio, Henley, & Thompson, 1997). The
researcher distilled the essence of the meaning of helping for each of the participants
and for helping across all 15 interviews, and then created a structure that illustrated
the meaning of helping. The research group studied the structure, returning to the
transcripts for evidence that supported it. They challenged components and contrib
uted suggestions for the thematic structure. At this point in the analysis, the re
searcher shared th~ results with a second qualitative research group. This second
research group reviewed the data analysis and contributed suggestions for the final
the~tic structure i~ Figure 1. T~e results that follow describe the meaning of the
expenences of helping for those Interviewed.

Results

This se~n de~cribes the r~sults of.the study that emerged from the data analysis.
Indude~ ISa ~atlonale for USing participants' words verbatim and an explanation of
the relationship between the background of the helping experience and the themes of
the experience. There is also a detailed account of the themes.

Before looking at the themes of helping, it is important to consider two elements of
phenomenological research which drive the organization oOhe results. First, partici
pants' own words are used to represent their experiences. This approach allows the
participants to actually "tell" their own stories about what helping means to them. Ex
cerpts from the interviews are used verbatim to represent each theme.

Need

Change

Action

Figure 1. The Experience of Helping (Giving HelplReceiving Help)

Openness

Se~nd, all experiences described by the participants are a type of "standing out"
against a background. /t is only possible to identify what is salient about any experi
ence as it contrasts with the background of the experience itself. Identifying the back
ground makes the themes visible as they stand out against it. Two components of the
background of the he/ping experiences of the participants emerged from the data:
"MelYou" and "Feeling Good/Feeling Bad." These are depicted in Figure 1 and de
scribed next.

The experience of helping included both events when the participant was the helper
and when the participant received help. This is reflected in the title of Figure 1, The
Experience of Helping (Giving HelpfReceiving Help). The inclusion of both experi
ences, helping and being helped, is also represented in the meaning of the "MelYou·
background. In the transcripts, the story of helping at times flowed into the story of
being helped and vice versa. There is a continual shift in perspective. One participant
was talking about helping her mother, "It's like she missed her time, and now some
body's going to pay for that, but then when I was getting divorced, I would call her and
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say ... I have made my decision." Note the switch to her mother helping her. Another
participant had been helping a 12-year old girl. During the time she was helping this
young girl, she also asked her for some help with her own boyfriend. "So then, I got to
talk about that and made her feel sort of good ... now you can help me."

Feeling GoodlFeeling Bad. Emotions saturate the meaning of the experience of help
ing across the transcripts. "It was a difficult, intense situation." , "It was the first in
tense encounter." , "It was a high pressure situation." Participants described in detail
the emotions they and the others in need experienced: agony, depression, nelVOUS
ness, anger, frustration, being overwhelmed, and reluctance. They also expressed
positive emotions such as joy, peace, compassion, happiness, tranquility, and pride.

Participants linked an emotional tone with both the helping event and their relation
ship with those they help. Sometimes the helping was fun or exciting, and at other
times it was low-key and relaxing. It was also boring, monotonous, and repetitious.
The emotional quality of the interaction often paralleled the emotional tone of the
event. Participants described flashes of strong emotions "He cried so ... had so
much anger, fire, and frustration." "I read it (in her diary) ... why won't they let me
die." "She was crying ... so much anger." These reactions on the part of those being
helped generated strong responses from those who were providing the help.

Empathy, as defined by the professional literature, is the ability to feel what other peo
ple feel or to understand others (Woodside & McClam, 2006; Egan, 2002). This ability
stands out when participants talk about the needs of others. "When older people ar
rive at their setting, it is very hard on them." "I tried to put myself in her shoes, what if I
was dying and worried about who would take care of my child." They believe that the
trust and bond they established with those they helped occurs, in part, because they
can feel what their clients feel. Occurring at some cost to the participants, they de
scribe their physical and emotional exhaustion because they "feel" for the others in
need.

The background of the participants' experiences of helping include "MeNou" and
"Feeling Good/Feeling Bad." The salient features that stand out against this back
ground are represented by four themes, which are described next.

Themes of the Experience ofHelping

Four themes capture the participants' experiences of helping. These themes, repre
sented in the language of the participants, verbatim from the interviews, are Need
("They needed so much,") Openness ("I am ready to help anytime"), Action ("Being
with and doing for"), and Change ("I can't change the world/Choice comes from within
the individual").

Need ("They needed so much"). This theme describes the needs that existed in the
helping situations. Need represented one of three conditions, a lack or deficit, an
event that caused a problem, or a poor state of affairs. Throughout these transcripts,
need described either a need for somebody or something. The need for somebody
indicated the desire for comfort. Comfort meant a request for the physical presence or
the emotional care given to an individual experiencing trauma, fear, or loneliness.

Participants said: "I felt they needed somebody.", "I thought she needed to talk.", and
"She needed someone to be there for her."

The need for something, as described in the transcripts: ~equire~ some a~t!on on the
part of the individual who was helping, whether it was giving advice, providing goods
and services, or advocating for change. Usually the assessment of what was needed
was very specific and implied or indicated a specific ~ction. "~riend neede~ a paper
typed.", "There was a family of four with no food. .. Other times the help~ng I~volved

a more complex and complicated approach such as "the death of a best friend s
mother" or "crippling arthritis, she's homebound."

At times, participants described needs and even instances when they were unwilling
to help. Participants also talked about their own needs and how others helped them.
The theme of need directly related to the theme of action. On most occasions, action
either corresponded to the need of the other or to what the participants could or would
give.

Openness (UI am ready to help anytime.") This theme refers to the actual willingness
of the participants, or the other in need, to become involved in the helping experience.
There were two secondary themes: expectations and readiness. Expressing their
expectations, participants hoped for positive outcomes such as "better relationships,"
"increased self-esteem" (for both the helper and those being helped), "learning new
things," or the "joy of helping others." An expectation that the helping would not go
well or that there would be resistance, at times made it difficult, if not impossible, to
begin the helping. Some others in need spoke of "no hope," while others talked about
their fears. According to the participants, the other in need expressed a lack of confi
dence in asking for help or sharing with another person. Statements such as "I don't
feel comfortable to ask. ", and "I don't feel comfortable talking to anyone else. " re
flected these fears. Some participants demonstrated a willingness to help in spite of
their sense of the difficulties or the lack of hope in the situation.

Readiness, for the participants, meant being approachable and being ready to help
and/or be helped. For the participants, this constant state of readiness to help existed
prior to the need. Participants reflected their long-term commitments or constant state
of readiness when they said, "Mothers always take up for their kids.", "I am keeping
helping no matter what they do.", and "I should wait, if she was ever ready." Some
times participants were not ready to help either because they lacked skills or re
sources, or they had established boundaries between themselves and the others in
need.

Action ("Being with and doing for. ') This theme is defined by the action or the activity
of the helping. The action of the helping either related to what the other required to
meet the need or what the participant was able to give. The secondary themes of
professional or personal experience, responsibility, and bonding reflected the dimen
sions of the action.

Prior experience, whether professional or personal. was important for the participants;
for it often determined how effective they thought they would be. They described their
experience in terms of knowledge, skills, and values gained through school, previous
experience, and imagining themselves in need. The following words of the partici
pants reflected these three types of experience. "The older you get, the more experi-
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en~, the easier it is to help.", "l know the feelings that he is having.", and "I can use
my Judgment in some situations." , "I tried to picture myself ... a stroke ... I'd rather
be dead."

Lack of experience stood out for some of the participants. They expressed their fears
"right in the middle" of the helping situation. Often participants said "I don't know,"
expressing their lack of expertise or lack of understanding of the situation. "I felt un
sure ... like I was treading on dangerous ground.", "I didn't know how to respond."
Several life threatening situations for the other involving accidents, threats of suicide,
and violent episodes represented extreme pressure to do the right thing. Participants
also made considerable effort to learn or to make up for what they did not know. The
sense of trying, or making an effort, permeated these interviews. When talking about
the efforts they were making, the participants discussed their lack of experience and
that of others.

Prior to and during the helping process, the participants felt considerable responsibil
ity. Some talked about "taking responsibility," while others spoke of "interfering." Many
assumed quite a bit of responsibility for another's welfare, and this responsibility car
ried an obligation. "Being an older sister is a big responsibility." Other times, partici
pants refused to or could not assume the responsibility for helping.

According to the participants, the other in need also had a responsibility. "He chose to .
refuse ... that was his choice." Many participants wanted the individuals in need to
assume some control and responsibility for their behavior and their own success.
They also wanted them to take control of their own lives, be assertive, and not let
others walk over them. Fearing that "once they accept help ... they get you to do
everything for them," many of the participants also believed that "decisions have to be
in the individual ... where they are gonna take control."

Another secondary theme of action focused on the bonds that developed between the
hel~r and the other in need. For friends and family, a relationship existed prior to the
helpmg event. Some spoke of helping friends "as the best helping that you could do."
Others talked about the reciprocity of helping that occurred in these relationships.
Many of the helping situations that were work related or that involved strangers did
not begin with a relationship, but a bond developed during the helping process. They
became "quite close" and oftentimes, the relationship took on a family quality.

Change ("/ can't change the world/Choice comes from within the inaiviouet"). Change
represents the fourth primary theme in the experience of helping. Denoting a hope for
change or the act~al change itself, describes the products or outcomes of the helping
event, the conclustons, and the evaluation. For the participants, these descriptions
included both final judgments and formative evaluations made during the helping
event. The two secondary themes that reflected change are self and others. Within
the theme of change, participants distinguished between what happened to them
selves in the helping event and what happened to those being helped.

When describing the outcomes for self, participants talked about how they impacted
the other. The phrase "If it wasn't for me ... " declares a positive outcome and a feel
ing of accomplishment. In statements like "I feel I've helped her ... I don't think she
would have made it through the summer ... ", and "If I hadn't taught, kids may not
have had a teacher ... ", the participants declared that they made a difference. For

those involved in less than successful helping, they described their experiences in
terms like "I tried, but ... ." Linking this statement with emotions, they described their
feelings and what happened when things did not go particularly well. "You may be
tired of working or something ... tired of working with that person.", and "If I am not
successful with everyone, then I am a failure ... ."

Some participants also described situations where they decided not to help. "P~op/e
will use you if you let them." and "It just wasn't something I could get involved with ...
other people might help." They still defined the outcome in terms of self, "I feel bad
that I didn't help." and "I would have been broke if I had loaned the money." They also
spent time evaluating their own personal responsibility. "I thought about helping, but
didn't want to get involved. I am still not sure I did the right thing." Participants also
focused on their self-growth during the helping event. Their self-esteem grew, status
in the community increased, and they gained pride and satisfaction. Their also
learned "valuable lessons," and "became more mature."

Change also related to those they helped. One individual lived after an accident be
cause of quick medical intervention and one young teenager became a laughing
happy child instead of a potential suicide victim. Participants who saw little or no
change provided reasons such as a limited environment, a lack of commitment to
change, and the limitations of the helper's skills and knowledge. For some, hope con
tinued as they projected, "the man would blossom later, since helping was like
'planting a seed'."

Discussion

Previous research from the field of psychology has focused on how factors such as
genetic predispositions, selfless acts, self-interests, decision-making processes, and
socially learned behaviors affect the act of helping. Our findings provide a fresh per
spective on the experience of helping. The participants' experiences reflected a more
holistic understanding of helping instead of a focused rationale or motivation for help
ing. A model of helping for these participants emerged that expands our understand
ing of the experience to include the four themes described earlier against a back
ground of emotions and shifting perspectives. As depicted in Figure 1, the themes in
the diamond remain stable across experiences of helping. Movement, illustrated by
the ellipses, reflects the dynamic nature of the background. The following discussion
articulates how the model of helping that emerged from the research relates to cur
rent understandings of helping in the human service literature by: (a) looking at the
process of helping, (b) examining the relationship between need and action in the
helping process, (c) articulating the link between professional helping and personal
helping, (d) exploring the strength of the helping relationship, (e) discussing the influ
ence of openness on self-awareness and values, and how this relates to current psy
chological theories of helping, and (f) describing the stability of the model of helping
across multiple contexts.

Experts caution that the process of helping is not necessarily linear, yet existing de
scriptions often emphasize a beginning, middle, and end of the process. For example,
Corey and Corey (2003), outline the following helping process: identifying clients'
problems, helping clients create goals, encouraging clients to take action, and termi
nating the helping process. Similar processes are described by Brill & Levine (2005),
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Burger & Youkeles (2004), Mandell & Schram (2006), and Woodside & McClam
(~0~6). The sense of the pro?ess is that it begins with identifying client problems
within the context of developing rapport and a helping relationship. Oftentimes, the
helper and the client must return to several of the steps as clients reveal new informa
tion or the context changes.

For the participants in this study, the process of helping included four themes, which
resemble four steps, but they are iterative in nature: someone or something in need;
being open to help, the act of helping, and someone changing or remaining the same.
What is unique is that there is not a uniform step which begins or ends the process.

The model of helping reflects this iterative process. Participants at times described
their openness to helping prior to the recognition that a need exists; in other words,
the decision to help was already made. Sometimes the theme of change was primary
before a need was introduced. Participants declared their efficacy in helping and even
identified the benefits that both they and the others in need would receive, prior to
encountering the need.

One consistency between the helping literature and the description of helping is the
relationship between the problems and the help provided. The helping process and
the problems solving process, one of the primary methodologies of human services,
link problem identification, establishing goals, with the implementation or provision of
services (Burger & Youkeles, 2004; Mandell &Schram, 2006; Woodside &McClam,
2006). For the participants in this study, the primary themes of need and action are
directly related; the action required met the specific need identified. The needs of
those being helped defined the goals of helping.

The researcher did not ask the participants to distinguish between personal and pro
fessional helping, so the participants described both. The meaning of the experience
of helping for them remained the same. This broad sense of helping is reinforced by
Young's (2005) belief that "helping is a broad term that encompasses all of the activi
ties we use to assist another person, whether we have a professional relationship or
not" (p. 24). This is especially relevant since human service educators encourage
students to acknowledge the differences between friendship and the professional
helping relationship (Burger & Youkeles, 2004; Mandell & Schram, 2006; Woodside &
McClam, 2006). Given Young's sense of helping as a broad term, and the partici
pants' description of helping being broadly construed, it appears that teaching human
service students to make the distinction between professional and personal helping is
important.

The openness to help is reflected on many levels that are consistent with the litera
ture. According to the literature, awareness of self and values, tolerance for ambigu
ity, empathy, openness to people and events, and willingness to assume responsibil
ity characterize effective helpers (Brammer & McDonald, 2003; Brill & Levine, 2005;
Egan, 2002; Young, 2005). The participants described many of these characteristics,
or, at times, the lack thereof. Based upon participant descriptions of their experi
ences, helping was both a selfless and a selfish act.

Participants talked about helping because of the empathy that they had for the other.
They reflected the pain, depression, loneliness, and fears of others in need. Some
provided help over long periods oftime, giving of themselves, their time, and their

resources. For many of these participants, helping was hard work and an emptying of
self into the other. They reflected Batson and col~eagues' (Batson, Sager: G~rst &
Kang, 1997) belief that selfless helping begins with empathy for others wl~h little at
tention to rewards for self. For other participants who were equally committed to help
ing others, what they gained from the helping process wa.s i~portant ~o them. Several
participants spoke of "feeling warm inside" when the: helpl~g I~ occurring. Others
talked of the satisfaction that they receive from helping, pnde In the change for the
other and increase in their own self-esteem. Although they did not indicate that they
had ~erged into the other (and then helped self), as suggested by Cialdini and col
leagues (Cialdini, Brown, Lewis, Luce, & Newberg, 1997), they clearly understood
that they received benefits from helping others.

The model of helping that emerged from this research remained consistent regardless
of whether the participants were helping or being helped, talking about the past or the
present, or acting in a professional or personal context. It was consistent i~ the acti~n
was long and involved or short-lived, if change occurred or not, and even If the deci
sion was not to help. In other words, the essence or the meaning of the experience is
the same across these various contexts and is represented by the model of helping.

Implications for Human Service Education

Within the human service curriculum, there are numerous opportunities for students
to engage in helping. Experiential learning exposes students to the helping process
through a variety of methodologies such as role-plays, interviewing, volunteer experi
ences, service learning, and internships (Kiser, 2004; Sweitzer & King, 2004). Each of
these opportunities has specific goals that range from establishing relationships,
building communication skills, and applying critical thinking to the helping process.
The thematic structure of the experience of helping for senior human service stu
dents, as described in this study, provides human service educators with insights that
can be used to prepare students for experiential learning and to help students proc
ess that experience. The researchers offer three general principles to guide instruc
tion in the future. These principles focus on the bond between helper and other in
need during the helping process, the emotional nature of the helping process, and a
way to frame the helping process based on the four themes and the analysis of help
ing.

Sound experiential learning follows a four-phase approach (Kolb & Fry, 1975) to the
learning event. These phases are concrete experience, observation and reflection,
forming abstract concepts, and testing in a new situation. During preparation for the
concrete experience, (l.e., either prior to, or early in the field experience), students
need to be aware of the closeness that they will feel for the other and the possible or
probable emotions that may be evoked during helping. Questions such as "Describe
what you think it will be like for the other person to receive your help.", "Describe what
you think it will be like for you to provide help.", "What emotions or feelings do you
think the other person will experience prior to, during, and after the helping event?",
and "What emotions or feelings do you think you will experience prior to, during, and
after the helping event?" prepare students for the reality of engaging in the helping

relationships.
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Another way to use the findings, while students are in the field experience, is to intro
duce the four themes of helping that emerged from this research. These themes can
serve as a basis for thinking about the helping experience in a more holistic way as it
is happening or shortly thereafter. Asking students to categorize their own helping
experiences according to Need, Openness, Action, and Change allows them to dis
cover that the helping process is not necessarily linear, and that the helping process
may even begin before they have contact with the client. This new framework en
gages students intellectually about a very personal, as well as a professional experi
ence and improves their ability to understand what happened to them during the help
ing event.

According to the model of helping that emerged from this research, a stable compo
nent of the helping process was the four themes. The dynamic component of the
helping experience was the shift from feeling good to feeling bad and the change in
perspective from "me" to "you" and from "you" to "me." Students who are just begin
ning to learn how to build a helping relationship and engage in the helping process
may be confused about the changing emotions and shifting perspectives. These shifts
may be construed by the inexperienced as selfishness, incompetence, or a lack of
focus on the client. It is important to convey to students that such shifts are natural
and will occur. Encouraging them to capture these shifts in their self-reflections can
be beneficial.

Further directions for research include exploring: how the helper's experience varies
in professional and nonprofessional settings; howpast experiences and present ex
periences contribute to human service students' views of helping; how students de
velop their self-awareness; and how this awareness of the ongoing shifts informs the
helper's cognitive framework.

Summary

The purpose of this study was to articulate the context and thematic structure of the
meaning of the experience of helping. The research concludes that the context of
helping represents a continual shift between self and other within an emotionally
charged event. Themes of Need, Openness, Action, and Change emerged as themes
of the helping experience for the participants. The results confirm much of the present
understanding of helping while adding some unique insights into personal and profes
sional helping and motivations of helping. The implications described focus on the
experiential components of human service education. The researchers encourage
readers to consider other implications of this research for human service education.
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A Delicate Balance: An Integrated Model
for the Preparation of Ethically

Competent Human Services Professionals

David P. Lichtenstein, Lauren E. Lindstrom, and Shoshana D. Kerewsky

Abstract

Human services students are often faced with a variety of ethical challenges within
their field placement sites. To effectively address these complex challenges, training
program faculty must take into account and balance multiple perspectives and man
dates, including the needs of students, agencies, clients, and the profession as a
whole. This article describes an integrated model for the promotion and development
of ethical behavior. Suggested strategies include: (a) an extensive screening and
admissions process, (b) ongoing training and supervision, and (c) specific procedures
for addressing ethical violations. Supporting evidence for the model is presented,
including program level and individual case study data.

Field study placements provide an ideal opportunity for human services students to
learn and practice professional skills and behaviors (Haemmerlie &Matthews, 1988;
Hanley, 1994; Kenyon, 1999; Kiser, 2000; Plante, 1998). But the complex ethical
situations students may face in field study sites also create a unique set of concerns
for human services educators. Although there are some excellent textbooks available
that provide guidance on how to teach ethical skills (e.g., Corey, Corey, & Callahan,
2003; Kenyon; Kiser; Russell-Chapin & Ivey, 2004; Sweitzer & King, 2004), there has
been comparatively little written for instructors and administrators describing program
matic, systemic approaches to ethical training. Furthermore, few programs have re
ported data on the efficacy of such approaches.

This article is designed to address this gap in human services literature by describing
a systemic model for promoting ethical behavior, based on the Family and Human
Services program at the University of Oregon (Kerewsky, Forrest, & Lindstrom, 2002).
The model offers a unique integration of ethical considerations across a range of lev
els, balancing different priorities and perspectives-thus echoing the systemic ap
proach to ethical education suggested by Schoener (1999). Program and individual
case study data are provided to support the efficacy of this model. Finally, a discus
sion of implications for practice and a call for future research in this arena is pre
sented.
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Ethical Considerations

In this article, the NOHS ethical standards are used as a framework for defining ethi
cal conduct (Ethical Standards of Human Services Professionals (ESHSP), 2000).
Ethical challenges here include a student's experience of unethical behavior at a field
study site (e.g., unprofessional behavior by a supervisor or colleague) as well as ethi
cal transgressions students themselves may commit while at an internship site (e.g.,
violations of confidentiality or ethical boundaries). Although not identical, both types of
scenarios may place the student in ethically murky waters. In addition, both scenarios
compel the agency supervisor and/or faculty member to act in a way that balances
the needs of the student with the needs of the agency, its clients, the training pro
gram, and the human services profession. Ethical interventions must, therefore, inte
grate these multiple perspectives. In the following section, consideration is given to
how each of these stakeholder perspectives-student, agency, and training pro
gram---may inform and shape responses to complex ethical situations.

Student Perspectives

Students in human services training programs are faced with a host of loyalties: to
internship, to program, to profession, to clients, and to themselves (Sweitzer & King,
2004). To navigate this web of duties, they require a range of knowledge and skills,
including ethical competence (Kenyon, 1999; Sweitzer & King). As they attempt to
complete meaningful learning opportunities in field study sites, students have com
plex supervisory needs. Power and 80go (2002) found that undergraduates valued
the provision of structure as much as emotional support from their supervisors. Simi
larly, students desire the room to learn on their own, but also may need mentoring
and instruction from more experienced individuals-a balance of challenge and sup
port (Neukrug, 1996; Power & Boqo, 2002).

Ideally, students will be provided with this type of support and supervision when faced
with ethical issues in field sites (Sweitzer & King, 2004). Learning ethical codes and
decision-making models in a classroom may not be sufficient for most students; by
dealing with real ethical challenges in field placements, students learn and practice
the process of making ethical decisions. They also discover how to discuss the com
plex situations that they, their peers, or their supervisors might experience (Lamb,
1991; Neukrug, 1996). As Lamb, Cochran & Jackson (1991) note, students not di
rectly involved in the ethical situation may closely observe how the training program
faculty manage problematic behavior. They may look for cues as to the line that the
program administrators draw regarding acceptable/unacceptable behavior as well as
how the program faculty reacts to struggling students. This observation may be criti
cal to students' perception of the ethical climate of the training program and thus, to
student retention in the program (Schulte, Thompson, Hayes. Noble, & Jacobs,
2001).

Agency Perspectives

The agency that serves as the field placement site has another set of considerations
in ethical challenges. Staff at field sites generally place c1ien~ we!far~ and. high quality
services as their foremost concern (ESHSP, 2000). In any Situation In which a student
intern or staff member presents ethical concerns that threaten the well-being, confi-

dentiality, or trust of a client, the agency staff must act to protect that client and main
tain their standard of care (ESHSP). However, agencies that have agreed t? host
student interns also have a commitment to educate an~ develo~ both practl~1 an~
ethical competence (Russell-Chapin & Ivey, 2004; Sweitzer & King, 2004). Field site
staff must, therefore, carefully balance priorities of client welfar.e.and student develop
ment. Regular communication between the agency and the training program person
nel is critical to this balancing process. Agency personnel may be concerned that
reporting unethical behavior by students-or acknowledging such behavior.on the
part of paid staff-would discourage the training program faculty from sending future
interns, or otherwise tarnish the reputation of the agency (Lamb, 199.9). Nonetheless,
staff at both the internship site and training program must create a climate for openly
discussing mutual expectations, standards, and procedures for resolving concerns.
Ongoing communication will help each party meet their obligations and facilitate suc
cessful resolution of ethical challenges.

Training Program Perspectives

Those responsible for the education and training of human services profession~ls

must take into account these two, sometimes conflicting, perspectives: addressing the
learning needs of students while also meeting the obligations of field placement sit~s
to serve and protect clients. Indeed, training program personnel face a host of duali
ties, including duties of education and gatekeeping, support and evaluation, teaching
and protection of both students and clients (Forrest, Elman, Gizara, & Vacha-~~ase,

1999; Frame & Stevens-Smith, 1995; Lamb, 1991; Rubin, 1997). Although training
program staff must respect students' autonomy, they must not let this respect und.er
mine their assurance that students are developing into competent, ethical profession
als. Furthermore, training program personnel bear responsibility not only to students
and clients but also to the general public. This responsibility includes the duty to turn
out competent, ethical graduates (Council for Standards in ~u~an Seryice Education
(CSHSE), 2003; Jordan, 2002). In sum, instructors and ad,mlmstrat?rs In ~uman ser
vices training programs must juggle multiple perspectives In prepannq ethically com
petent professionals. In the following section, an integrated, systemic model for pro
moting ethical competence in a human services training program is presented.

An Integrated Model for Promotion of Ethical Competence

Over the last five years, staff in the Family and Human Services (FHS) program at the
University of Oregon have developed and tested an integrated model for student
training-a set of program policies and procedures craft~d to ensu~e that graduates
meet professional standards of skill, knowledge, and ethical behavior. These strate
gies are designed to address dual roles as both educators and gatekeepers (Cole &
Lewis, 1993; Forrest et aI., 1999; Lamb, 1991). Furthermore, by attending to the pro
motion of ethical behavior across all levels of the program, FHS program staff have
created a systemic, prevention-oriented approach (Schoener, 1999). This approach to
addressing ethical issues includes three major components. First, program staff have
created extensive screening and admissions procedures that introduce ethical behav
iors. Second, ongoing training and supervision are offered, focusing on increasing
ethical awareness, teaching ethical standards, and providing support to address spe
cific ethical challenges. Finally, when ethical violations do occur in field study settings,
faculty have a clear set of responses that attempt to balance the needs of the student
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Components
Ethical Skills/Competencies Addressedof the Model

Screening • Raise initial ethical awareness
and Admis-

Promote discussion of ethical issues within the c1assrooml
sions •

university setting

• Prevent ethical transgressions through screening or extra
attention for selected students

Training and • Preservice training: Introduce basic ethical principles for hu-
Supervision man services professionals (e.g., confidentiality, professional

boundaries, mandatory reporting regulations)

• Professional Issues Seminar. Familiarize students with
NOHS code of ethics, present ethical decision making mod-
els

• Group Supervision: Apply ethical decision making models,
foster awareness of ethical issues within field study sites,
develop consultation skills

Responding • Plan of assistance meetings: Provide specific interventions
to Problem- for major ethical violations
atic Behavior

Tennination from field sites: Safeguard clients and the public;•
respond to agency concerns

Table 1: Integrated Model for Promoting Ethical Competence

in training and the field placement site. These strategies allow program personnel to
attend to both the amelioration and prevention of ethical challenges (Lamb, 1999).
Table 1 provides an overview of the three components of the model, and the ethical
competencies addressed within each component.

Sc~nmgandAdm~s~ns

The FHS program is a two-year training program leading to.a bachelor's degree in
Family and Human Services. The program admits an average of 70 undergraduates
each year through an admissions process that includes a written application and a
personal interview. During the interview process, program staff carefully assess the
professional potential of program applicants. Applicants are asked to elaborate on
their previous service-oriented experiences and also to respond a set of scenarios
that they may face in coursework or field study placements (Kerewsky, Forrest, &
Lindstrom, 2002), inclUding one that specifically asks applicants to describe how they
might respond when confronted with a classmate's unethical behavior. Although the
majority of students are able to identify and discuss the ethical dilemma presented in
this scenario, some students provide responses that are either inadequate or un
knowingly promote questionable or unprofessional behaviors.

Program faculty have found that the time invested in this extensive screening and
admissions process helps to prevent ethical misconduct in multiple ways. The proc
ess allows program staff to identify students who seem to be unable to meet the aca
demic or professional standards of our program. And although applicants are not
screened out solely based on an inability to respond appropriately to the "ethical sce
nario", this type of poor interview performance brings potentially problematic students
to the attention of program faculty early in the educational process, when there is an
opportunity to develop an appropriate individualized training and supervision plan. In
addition, focusing on professional conduct during the initial interview process raises
students' awareness of ethical issues and reinforces the concept that faculty in the
FHS program have high standards for professionals in training.

Training and Supervision

All FHS students participate in supervised field study placements in a variety of agen
cies providing mental health, juvenile justice, substance abuse, educational, or other
social services to children, adults, or families. The program includes several types of
training and supervision such as agency training, preservice training, professional
issues seminars, and group supervision.

Agency training. All agencies that serve as field study placements for FHS students
must participate in an annual agency training event. The purpose of this training is to
familiarize agency personnel with the expectations and requirements of the program.
During the training, site supervisors have the opportunity to discuss their specific
roles and responsibilities, review program competencies, and become familiar with
the required evaluation process for interns. Agency training develops the groundwork
for ongoing communication about the student learning process and ethical issues that
may arise in field sites. It also establishes a concrete, personal link between the train
ing program faculty and the field site(s) staff, paving the path for dealing with issues
that require balancing needs of student, agency, and training program.

Preservice Training. The first activity that incoming FHS students complete is a two
day Preservice Training seminar that is designed to provide basic information about
program requirements and to ensure that students have met the initial competencies
required to enter a field study placement. During Preservice, program faculty, Univer
sity Supervisors, agency personnel, and experienced students present information on
a variety of critical topics including professional behaviors and expectations, individual
and group supervision, and regulations regarding child abuse and mandatory report
ing laws. Students also discuss specific situations encompassing personal safety,
professional boundaries, and confidentiality. The Preservice Training experience sets
the tone for the entire FHS experience by including fundamental information about
ethical behaviors and expectations and creating a comfortable atmosphere for dis
cussing difficult issues.

Professional Issues Seminar. After completing Preservice Training, students continue
to develop their ethical knowledge by attending a weekly Professional Issues Semi
nar, in which a broad range of skills and knowledge needed to enter the human ser
vices profession are taught. In addition to being introduced to the NOHS code of eth
ics, students are given opportunities to discuss and role-play responses to difficult
situations that may arise in working with clients (Kenyon, 1999). Students also learn
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various models of ethical decision making, reinforcing the concept that human ser
vices professionals must understand ethical principles as well as be aware of proce
dures to follow when faced with violations of ethical standards (Haemerlie & Mat
thews, 1988; Lamb, 1991, 1999; Neukrug, 1996; Plante, 1998).

Supervision. All students in the FHS program receive a combination of individual and
group supervision. Individual supervision is provided by site supervisors from field
placement agencies, while weekly group supervision is provided by University Super
visors who are typically doctoral students in Counseling Psychology. During weekly
supervision meetings, students have the opportunity to debrief issues and concerns
that may arise in field studies. Group supervision is an ideal opportunity for students
to integrate ethical knowledge from coursework with the realities of client demands
and agency practices. Supervisors are able to provide a developmental balance of
challenge and support to facilitate ethical development (Power & Boqo, 2002; Neuk
rug, 1996; Sweitzer & King, 2004).

Responding to Problematic Behavior

The emphasis on prevention in the model has proven effective: the majority of ethical
challenges are addressed through a combination of careful screening, extensive train
ing, regular supervision, and sound communication between the staff of the training
program and field sites. However, a small number of FHS students still engage in
unethical behaviors that raise concerns for both the field placement agency and the
training program. To handle such situations, program staff have created a set of gen
eral procedures that gradually increase in intensity depending on the severity of the
situation.

Weekly program faculty and supervision meetings are the first forum for faculty or
University Supervisors to identify concerns regarding problematic behavior in field
study placements. These discussions of student issues typically lead to an informal
plan of action focused on strategies to address the concern directly with the student
and agency staff. If informal strategies do not lead to a positive resolution, the next
level of intervention is to develop a formal Plan of Assistance. Plan of Assistance
meetings include the student, University Supervisor, and key faculty and staff mem
bers. During these meetings, faculty present and define the issues of concern, dis
cuss potential strategies, and develop a written plan for remediation. In written reme
diation plans, faculty: (a) describe expectations or standards that are not being met,
(b) identify specific goals and methods for meeting goals, (c) outline criteria to deter
mine success, and (d) set timelines for reevaluation (Forrest et al., 1999; Lamb,
1991). For the few students who require this level of intervention (approximately five
per year), remediation plans have been a very effective strategy, addressing the im
mediate concerns of the agency while allowing students to continue to learn and build
professional competence.

On rare occasions, severe ethical violations have led to students being terminated
from a field study site. Termination from field studies and probationary placement is
the most intensive level of intervention imparted by FHS program staff. However,
even in a termination scenario, faculty remain committed to balancing needs of stu
dent, agency, and training program. Program staff thus attend to the student's devel
opment while identifying clear guidelines to return the student to work with clients in

Mean
Program Dimensions Score

Overall skill level/competence of FHS graduates hired by your 3.75
agency

Program's willingness to resolve conflicts, facilitate dialogue, and 3.71
meet the needs of the agency

Quality and preparedness of FHS interns placed in your agency 3.67

Overall quality of communication between program staff and staff 3.36
in field placement sites.

Table 2: Agency Satisfaction with Family and Human Services Program

the community-achieving the goal of education while protecting clients and preserv
ing students' reputations as competent and professional.

Given the variety and unpredictability of incidents, program faculty employ less formal
procedures for addressing the ethical issues raised by problematic behavior from
agency staff. Consultation frequently occurs between students and University Super
visors to determine whether informal resolution on the part of the student or supervi
sor is sufficient. In more serious instances, faculty members are involved to manage
ongoing, systemic issues at a field site of particular concern.

Evidence Supporting the Integrated Model

Over the last several years, FHS program staff have tracked key indicators of the
overall effectiveness of the program, the general competence of its students, and the
impact of the preventative approach. Given the link between a program's ethical cli
mate and its general health (Schulte et aI., 2001), it is likely that indicators of retention
and program efficacy point to the program staff members' ability to successfully deal
with ethical challenges. Initial data are presented from two different perspectives: (a)
program data, including: student satisfaction, agency satisfaction, and training pro
gram outcomes, and (b) individual case study data, describing program staff re
sponses to challenging ethical situations.

Program Data

Student satisfaction.Overall, students are highly satisfied with the training and profes
sional preparation they receive through the Family and Human Services program.
Recent data indicate that the program has a 95% overall retention rate. In addition,
86% of students describe the quality of education received as either excellent or very
good, while 97% of students indicate that the professional preparation they received
through the program was either excellent or very good (University of Oregon, 2003).
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Agency satisfaction. Staff in agencies serving as field placement sites for the program
are also highly satisfied with the effectiveness of the program in preparing ethically
competent professionals. Table 2 provides a summary of indicators of agency satis
faction based on results of a recent survey (FHS Program, 2003). In this survey, a
sample of agency supervisors were asked to rate a number of items using a four point
scale. Response options ranged from 1, poor, to 4, excellent. Survey results indicate
that agency staff members are highly satisfied both with the overall quality of FHS
interns and with the FHS program personnel's ability to work in partnership with
agency supervisors to resolve issues and concerns that arise in field study sites.

Training program perspective. FHS program staff have also tracked the number of
students in the program who required a formal Plan of Assistance meeting. As Table
3 suggests, these meetings are quite rare, indicating that the majority of student is
sues are addressed through training, ongoing supervision, or informal interventions
by University Supervisors or faculty. In the 2002103 and 2003/04 academic years,
94% and 96% of FHS students, respectively, have met program competencies and
did not require Plan of Assistance meetings. Of the students who did receive Plan of
Assistance meetings, all have either graduated (or are on track to graduate) from the
program.

Case Study Data

Initial outcome data supports the efficacy of the model for preparing ethically compe
tent students. Below are two case studies which provide a more complete picture of
how ethical challenges are actually addressed in order to promote ethical compe
tence (identifying information has been disguised to protect privacy).

2001/03 2003/04
Year Year

Ethical Interventions
H % H %

FHS students who required training and supervision 126 94 135 96only (no ethical violations reported or observed)

FHS students who required a formal Plan of Assis- 5 4 5a 4tance meeting for either behaviorlfield site issues

FHS students who received Plan of Assistance 5 100 4 80meetings and successfully completed the program

Total students enrolled 132 100 140 100

Table 3. Levels of Ethical Interventions Provided by FHS Program

a One of these five students is currently in the process of completing program require
ments.

Ethical Questions for Students to Address

1. What happened? What did you do, and what did other people do that led the
agency to terminate you from the field study site?

2. What are your thoughts about why these events occurred?

3. What agency and program rules, laws and ethics were not followed? (You
may interview program faculty, review agency and program handbooks and
consult NOHS ethics in preparing your response to this item.)

4. What are these rules, guidelines, and ethics supposed to accomplish? Why do
they exist?

5. If a similar situation began to arise, how would you know that it was happen
ing? What cues or "red flags· would alert you that you are heading into a prob
lematic situation?

6. What resources or strategies could you use to keep the problem from devel
oping further or to prevent it from happening at all?

7. Describe how you could safeguard your clients and the public in the future.

Table 4. Program Response to Student Termination

Note: Adapted from Kerewsky, Forrest & Lindstrom (2002).

Case study 1: Fred. Fred was unable to adhere to professional boundaries with his
clients at a residential training program. Supervising staff noted early in the placement
that he would often act as a friend, rather than mentor or teacher, to his clients. Al
though Fred was given specific feedback on this behavior, he continued to spend
excessive amounts of time with female clients and was eventually terminated after
being discovered alone with a client in her room. This severe breach of ethical st~n
dards led to an extensive plan of action. Agency personnel and faculty held a senes
of meetings to discuss any site and program actions that may have contributed to the
situation. Fred was placed on a leave of absence from field study although he was
allowed to continue attending classes. He was provided with additional support ser
vices, intensive individual supervision, and was asked to respond in writing to a series
of ethical questions (see Table 4). These questions were specifically designed by
faculty to provide an opportunity for students to carefully examine their own behaviors
within the larger context of agency guidelines and professional ethical standards. Af
ter Fred completed his written response, faculty members met with him several times
to establish his level of ethical understanding and to assess his ability to continue in
the program. After successfully completing all the components of his remediation
plan, Fred was placed into a highly structured field study site. He eventually met all of
the required competencies and graduated from the program. The training program
was able to facilitate Fred's ethical growth and long-term professional development
while protecting client welfare and maintaining a positive relationship with the agency.
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Case study 2: Wilma. Wilma was interning at a local alternative school, assisting with
both outreach and classroom-based activities. During weekly group supervision,
Wilma stated that she had been asked by the outreach coordinator to mentor a young
client who was abusing drugs and at risk of dropping out of school. She added that
the outreach coordinator asked her not to mention this to her designated site supervi
sor, who tended to be more "by the book" than the outreach coordinator. Apparently,
the outreach coordinator feared that the site supervisor would not approve of the
mentoring relationship and thus deny services to the girl. In group supervision,
Wilma's University Supervisor noted that this raised some "red flags" in terms of se
crecy and triangulation within an agency. Through a consultative process, faculty and
experienced supervisors were able to frame the situation in terms of legal and ethical
considerations, helping to articulate Wilma's responsibilities in this situation as well as
potential liabilities associated with various actions. In addition, the group considered
the implications for future relations with this field site.

Wilma and the University Supervisor followed up with an individual meeting. Informed
by knowledge gleaned from her coursework, Wilma was becoming uncomfortable
with having a "secret" mentoring relationship, and had decided to turn down the men
toring request. Together Wilma and her University Supervisor discussed strategies to
maintain positive relationships with both the outreach coordinator and her site super
visor, while avoiding becoming entangled in an on-site conflict. They considered the
well-being of the client and discussed other ways to attempt to meet her needs. In this
way, the student was able to successfully navigate the potential ethical issues at her
site without further, more formal intervention from the university. Wilma and the Uni
versity Supervisor also agreed to discuss the issue again in group supervision, so that
other students could benefit from Wilma's ethical dilemma and decision-making proc
ess.

Implications for Research and Practice

FHS program level data suggest that the model is successfully instilling ethical com
petence, as evidenced by both student retention and agency satisfaction. The case
studies revealed in more depth how the delicate balancing act between agency, pro
gram, and student considerations can promote ethical decision making and prepare
ethically competent human services professionals. Further research and program
development is still needed. Based on initial findings, the following recommendations
are offered for research and practice.

Implications for Research

1. Additional information is needed on the number of ethical violations committed by
students, where they occur, and how they are addressed. It is important to under
stand how common such phenomena are in order to allow the field to develop
systemic preventive measures to avoid ethical infractions and potential client
harm.

2. Research and theory development is needed on creating a climate that instills
ethical competence in human service students (Schulte et aI., 2001). Several
strong decision-making models and ample content for classroom-based ap-

proaches to teaching ethics exist (Corey, Corey, & Callahan, 2003; Kenyon,
1999; Kiser, 2000; Sweitzer & King, 2004). However, there is comparatively little
information on how the field study and supervision components of a human ser
vices program can function to support ethical development.

3. Finally, greater representation of the field site perspective is needed in the pro
fessionalliterature. Human service educators require greater understanding of
the agency's role in providing ethical training for students, and methods for main
taining communication between agency and training programs. In addition, more
information on ethical or other violations that students witness at field sites and
how to handle such incidents would greatly advance the ability of educators to
support and train students.

Implications for Practice

1. Training programs must take into account the importance of client welfare. This
may involve removing threats to clients or not promoting services that could po
tentially be perceived as unethical or inadequate. In such cases, consideration of
how to meet clients' needs in an ethical manner should be a crucial piece of ethi
cal deliberation.

2. Communication between field placement site personnel and the training program
faculty is critical. Open communication allows program staff to have a full under
standing of student competency levels while promoting ongoing relationships
with the field site personnel, and, thus, models for students the process of dis
cussing sensitive issues.

3. Student learning must be attended to even in difficult situations. Although stu
dents may occasionally be terminated from field study placements. strategies
should be provided to offer continuing training and support to help ensure suc
cessful subsequent experiences. Transparent decision making and open dia
logue by faculty and supervisors will also allow other students to learn and bene
fit from experiencing these ethical challenges.

4. Agency and program personnel should allow students to experience real-life
process of making ethical decisions. As different personnel collaborate, consult,
weigh options, deliberate upon ethical and legal issues, and document their ac
tions, students learn that ethical decision making is an ongoing and multifaceted
process that involves the careful balancing of different perspectives and man
dates.

Conclusion

Ethical challenges in field study placements present a host of conflicting obligations
for a human services training program. Navigating these challenges involves careful
consideration of the perspectives of student, agency, and training program. By identi
fying and addressing ethical issues through ongoing training, intensive supervision,
and clear remediation strategies, training program models can adopt a preventative
approach (Schoener, 1999). And by creating a model that integrates procedures and
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prog.ram-wi?~ policies for preventing and ameliorating ethical challenges, a human
services training program faculty can be assured of preparing ethically competent
professionals.
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Working with Sign Language Interpreters
in Human Service Settings

Jeffrey E. Davis

Abstract

American Sign Language is one of the most widely used languages in the U.S. and
millions of children and adults with hearing loss use sign language interpreters to gain
access to a wide array of human services. Understanding the professional role of
interpreters enhances the services provided, making them more efficient and effec
tive. Ethical guidelines and communication protocols for working with interpreters are
presented and discussed. Awareness of the role of the interpreter increases general
cross-linguistic and cultural sensitivity, and improves access to available resources
for all the parties involved.

Introduction

The population of the United States continues to grow steadily and the latest popula
tion estimates bring the figure to over 295 million (U.S. Census Bureau, 2005). Al
though the census does not include questions about hearing loss or sign language
use, the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) estimates that the number of
deaf and hard of hearing adults (18 years or older) who have "trouble hearing" is 14%
of the adult population-Le., over 40 million individuals, and adults having "a lot of
trouble" hearing to be approximately 3.4% of the population-Le., 10 million individu
als (NCHS Series 10, Number 218, reported in Lucas, Schiller, and Benson, 2004).
Additionally, it is estimated that there are approximately 71,000 hearing-impaired stu
dents being served in the public schools (Hardman, Drew, & Egan, 2005). This figure
does not include children of preschool age or students enrolled in state residential
schools for the deaf. Considering population growth, and taking into account both
adults and children, puts the figure of individuals in this country with significant hear
ing loss to over ten million.

A variety of communication approaches are used with individuals who are deaf and
hard of hearing (ranging from lip reading to sign language). Generally, it is recom
mended to ask the deaf person directly about communication preferences and inter
pretation needs. One cannot assume that every individual who is deaf uses sign lan
guage or prefers to work with a sign language interpreter. Nonetheless, American
Sign Language (ASL) is used by most members ofthe Deaf community in the U.S.
and Canada, and sign language interpreters are in high demand. The sign language
community also includes hearing children with deaf parents, interpreters, teachers,
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family members, an~ other professionals. Sign language interpretation is widely
needed and ~sed dally by ma.nymembe.r~ o~ the Deaf community across a wide vari
~ty of e~ucatlonal, legal, .medlcal, rehabilitation, and vocational contexts (for more
Informa!IOn, see th~ ~eglstry of Interpreters for the Deaf website, v,;\,wI.rid.org, and
the National Association of the Deaf website, WWW....Dfid.or,g).

The Human Service Arena

Human Services is one of the most common domains in which interpretation takes
place. Interpreters and human service professionals must work closely together to
ensure equal access to an array of public services in a wide variety of settings. The
environment in which interpreters work ranges from educational to correctional and
involves services ranging from mental health to vocational rehabilitation (and all the
human services in between--e.g., housing, childcare, health, welfare, social, drug
and alcohol treatment, and services to the aging). To work effectively, interpreters
must serve as members of the human service team to provide a bridge between ser
vice delivery systems and families, children, and adults who are deaf. The nature of
interpreting necessitates that the work be aligned with principles of human service
professional practice, grounded in the local community, and linked with the institu
tions, agencies, and organizations that serve the community. Toward these goals, the
ethical guidelines of the interpreting profession and communication protocols for
working with interpreters are discussed below. Increased awareness of these guide
lines enhances general cross-linguistic and cultural sensitivity and improves access to
available resources for all parties involved.

The Interpreting Profession

Similar to the field of Human Services, which has grown exponentially since the Civil
Rights era of the 1960s, the field of Sign Language Interpreting is a relatively new
profession. The official national organization and certifying body, The Registry of In
terpreters for the Deaf, Incorporates, (also known as RID), was founded as recently
as 1964. With over 10,000 members, member-run organization has evolved to make
sign language interpreting professionally viable through the development of evalua
tion, testing, certification, professional development, and certification maintenance
programs. The Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf (RID) in collaboration with the
National Association of the Deaf (NAD) maintains a "Code of Professional Rights and
Responsibilities" for interpreters. These guidelines are designed to maintain high
st~~~ar~s of pro!ession~1 behavior, to protect all of the consumers (deaf and hearing)
utiliZing Interpreting services, and are organized according to major tenets known as
the "Code of Ethics." These can be summarized as follows: 1) Confidentiality, 2) Ac
curacy and Accessibility, 3) Impartiality, 4) Discretion, 5) Business Practices, 6) Pro
fessionalism, 7) Continuing Education, and 8) Accountability through Certification
(s~e the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf, an official website at YNI'N.rid...Q.l:9). This
article explores how these professional rights and responsibilities apply to working
with interpreters in human service domains.

The Role of Interpreters

Since the emergence ofthe interpreting profession, the interpreter's role has been
described using metaphors such as a machine, a window, a bridge, a telephone, and

a conduit, among others. While these descriptions may be partially accurate, they fail
to capture the essential fact that the interpreter is a human being. Likewise, meta
phors and models used to describe the role of the interpreter have evolved from
"helper" and "volunteer" to that of "communication facilitator" and to more current de
scriptions such as "cultural and linguistic mediator." Over the past four decades, inter
preting work has evolved from something that was provided by "volunteers" who were
usually members of deaf people's families and churches to that of today's highly
trained professionals who are on equal footing with other professionals.

Interpreters are primarily concerned with accommodating the language and communi
cation needs of the consumers of interpreting (l.e., language mediation) and must be
keenly aware of cross-cultural differences (i.e., cross-cultural mediation). The nature
of interpreting work involves multiple contexts and a variety of participants, with de
mands arising from several sources. Some demands arise from the languages or
communication modes being used, and others from nonlinguistic factors, such as
environmental, interpersonal, and intrapersonal demands (Dean & Pollard, 2001,
2005). In order to successfully interpret between languages and manage the multiple
demands imposed by interpreting work, it is critical that interpreters remain involved in
the community and work as team members with other professionals. Respect for di
versity and respect for all consumers and colleagues is essential. The following sec
tion relates the tenets of the interpreters' Code of Ethics-confidentiality, accuracy
and accessibility, impartiality, discretion, business practices, professional conduct,
professional development, and accountability-as related to the humans services
profession.

Confidential Communication

As with human service and other professionals (e.g., medical and legal), when inter
preters are involved, the clients enter into an act of trust. In a sense, the interpreter is
present as a third party participant. The interpreter is there to make communication
possible for both deaf and hearing participants. If everyone in the setting knew ASL,
an interpreter would not be necessary. The interpreter is called in to bridge the com
munication between the primary participants. It is essential, therefore, that all parties
trust the interpreter to be accurate and to acknowledge whenever he or she is not
qualified to interpret something. This means trusting that the interpreter will not be
come emotionally involved to the detriment of the interpretation. Most importantly, the
parties must trust that the interpreter will maintain all the knowledge acquired during
interpreting assignments in the strictest professional confidentiality.

The nature of interpreting work is community based. The Deaf community is relatively
small compared to the larger hearing community and there is a higher probability that
Deaf people and interpreters know each other. This is because the best interpreters
usually come from the community. Interpreters become proficient in ASL and knowl
edgeable about Deaf culture by interacting with members of the Deaf community.
Furthermore, they may have Deaf family members, work experience at schools for
the Deaf, or other community affiliations. Interpreters gain access to information that
would never otherwise be learned by members of the community. This leads to a
great deal of emphasis being placed on the principle of professional confidentiality.
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Divulging information acquired during an assignment is not only unprofessional, it is
also unethical. and may in some cases be illegal. Violating confidentiality is grounds
for revoking professional interpreting certification (the national RID office offers a for
mal grievance procedure for such cases). However. using the utmost discretion. inter
preters can discuss some situations with members of the human service team and in
some cases with the interpreter's supervisor or mentor. Such professional discus
sions and feedback are an important part of the interpreter's professional develop
ment. allow other professionals to better understand some of the dynamics of inter
pretation. and are an essential part of the mentoring and supervision process. One of
the most helpful things the human service professional can do is to allow time before
and/or after the assignment to discuss with the interpreter some of the issues that
may arise. This may also be accomplished over the phone or through e-mail.

Accuracy and Accessibility

To ensure accuracy and accessibility, interpreters must make an informal yet careful
assessment of the linguistic needs, cultural background, and communication prefer
ences of all parties involved. This assessment begins prior to an assignment by gath
ering relevant information that helps the interpreter to be better prepared (e.g., infor
mation about the topic, content, goals, setting, and background of the participants).
One of the common myths surrounding interpreting work is that it is mere word-for
word translation, or that interpreters do not fully interpret everything that is being said
or signed. Interpreters are much more than translation technicians. The primary task
of the interpreter is to render the meanings of messages between languages as accu
rately as possible. Messages are often laden with idioms and words that have multi
ple meanings or particular cultural nuances. Therefore exact word-for-word equiva
lency may not always be achievable.

For example, consider the word "call" which has dozens of meanings in English. In
ASL, however, a different sign is required to convey each meaning:

English usage ASL sign needed to convey the meaning

"Just call me Bob." NAME (ASL signs are in caps)

"Call me anytime." Must distinguish between calling on PHONE, TIYfTDD, or
through RELAY service.

"Call for help." SHOUT/SCREAM

"Call in the doctor.' SUMMON

"Call it a coincidence." Use ASL QUOTATION MARKERS to highlight the English
word "coincidence."

This works both ways and an ASL sign may require multiple English words to convey
its different meanings. Misunderstandings occur when it appears that the length of a
message in English does not match the length of the interpretation into ASL, or vice
versa. This may be due to semantic and grammatical differences between the two
languages and should not reflect negatively on the interpreter's skill or ethics. Accu-

racy means interpreting the complete message. including pauses. hesitations. a~d
other nonverbal signals. Thus. the interpreter must render the complete and equtve
lent meaning of the message, not merely the words.

Impartiality

Potentially interpreters could unduly influence the outc?me of a situa~ion. Th~~efore.
interpreters are strictly trained not to counselor lead e~the~ party, resist p~ovldlng ad
vice. and not to express opinions about the content being Interp~eted. ThiS reflects
how the role of interpreters is different from that of o~her pro!e~slonals ..Interpret~rs
must remain impartial and not to show personal feehngs while interprennq. The I~ter
preter is there to facilitate the communication between another. profes~lonal service
provider and the deaf client. Great care must be taken not to hinder this process.

Why such emphasis on impartiality? In interpreted situations, the interpret~r ~s the
individual who understands both languages and cultures and thus has a privileged
position in these communication contexts. The interpreter, fluent in ASL and knowl
edgeable about the Deaf culture, may be perceived as eith.er being al~gned with the
deaf consumer or with the hearing consumer because the Interprete~ ISno! deaf. In
terpreters strive to serve both deaf and hearing ~on~u~ers equally, I~partlally, and
without bias. The amount of concentration and hngUlstlc acumen required to effec
tively interpret does not permit them to counselor advise co~sumers while they are
interpreting. Whenever appropriate, usually following an assignment o.rdUring a
break the interpreter may refer deaf or hearing consumers to appropriate resourc~s.

The i~terpreter may even offer to accompany the deaf individual to interpret, but Will
not directly provide any counseling.

Discretion

Interpreters should use discretion and only accept ~ssignmen~s for which they have
the proficiency to perform and time to prepare. In this ~egard, Interp~eters mu~t learn
to say "no" to assignments for which they are not quahfi~d. lnterpretmq w?rk IOvolv.es
responsibilities such as: decision-making abou~ translation choices. bringlOg att~nt~on
to communication discrepancies and cultural differences when necessary, monitoring
turn-taking, making logistic arrangements, and actively ~orkin~ as part ~f a.team of
professionals. Interpreters must be as prepared as possible pnor ~o begl~n1ng a~ as
signment, knowledgeable about decisio~ latitude tha~ can be apphed dunng assign
ments, and willing to engage in appropnate post assIgnment foll~wup. P~e- and post
conferencing with the other professionals and consumers of the interpretmq S~rvlceS

is essential. This increases awareness of the demands that may anse dUring IOte~

preting work, minimizes misunderstandings, and leads t~ more e~ective ;om~unlca
tion. This practice reduces the need to "step outside the interpretmq role dunng the
assignment.

Business Practices

Negotiating compensation is a professional concern because interpreting is often.
viewed as a volunteer activity by the public. Some agencies may attempt to ~ecrUlt a
volunteer who knows basic sign language to communicate with deaf people Instead of
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paying for a qualified profe:ssional sign.langu~ge interpreter. For example, it is not
uncommon for some hospitals to recruit nursing or other medical staff to "interpret" for
deaf patients during their work schedule. 'Nhile medical personnel with basic sign
language skills may be able to communicate effectively with deaf patients, interpret
ers are necessary to ensure the accurate translation of medical procedures, symp
toms, diagnoses, and treatments. These can be "life and death" situations and be
come a liability issue if information is not conveyed properly.

Interpreter hourly rates are generally established by the local interpreting referral
agency or state commission for the deaf through which interpreters may be re
quested. Rather than going through an interpreting referral agency, interpreters may
also be contracted or hired directly, at which time the rates are negotiated and deter
mined. Most large organizations have one person assigned to facilitate this process.
The human service professional should contact their supervisor to determine the poli
cies and procedures for requesting a qualified interpreter. More information can be
obtained from the local interpreting referral agency, deaf services center, or state
commission for the deaf (found via the Internet or listed in the city, county, or state
government directory).

Professional Conduct

Interpreters have a professional responsibility to conduct themselves in a manner
appropriate to the situation and to demonstrate respect for all consumers, colleagues,
and students of the profession. This tenet addresses the highly visual nature of inter
preting work and the perception of the interpreter as a third-party participant. Typically
this is taken to mean that the interpreter needs to maintain a low profile. Frishberg
(1990, p. 71) recommends several ways for interpreters to maintain a low profile: "In
practice, a low profile includes restraining one's emotional reaction of surprise, sym
pathy, disgust, or joy" and "dressing somewhat less formally than the most formally
dressed participant, but certainly more formally than the most informal participant."
Maintaining a low profile also means that interpreters should avoid wearing clothing
with loud patterns, bright colors, or any jewelry that could be visually distracting and
strain the eyes of the deaf person.

Visual concerns also extend to the environment. For example, it is preferable to stand
or sit in front of a solid visual background rather than a visually "noisy" background
(e.g., highly patterned wall paper). Adequate and appropriate lighting also concerns
the interpreter (e.g., not being positioned near or in front of a window with glare). If
room lighting is dimmed (for effect or for audio-visual purposes) this could dramati
cally affect the deaf consumer's ability or comfort level for watching the interpreter. To
work effectively, the interpreter must find a position from which the consumers can
see clearly and the position must not obstruct the view of any other participant if at all
possible.

Another way that interpreters strive to maintain a low profile is by referring to them
selves in the third person (e.g., "please repeat that, the interpreter needs clarifica
tion"), while referring to the other participants in the first person. Frishberg (1990, p.
71) points out that, "The currently accepted practice among both spoken language
interpreters and signed language interpreters is the use the first person." This encour
ages individuals who are communicating with each other through an interpreter to

speak to each other directly. In other wor~s, it avoids the use of "tell her/him" .o~ "~e/

she says", and helps accustom the particl~ants to speak to each other and m~mmlzes

the need to address the interpreter. Thus, Interpreters are much more than third party
participants or passive conduits of information. The interpreter's ethical decision mak
ing extends to community, environment, and language.

Professional Development and Accountability

There are rigorous national certification standards for sign language interpreters
(NAD-RID National Council on Interpreting, 2005). National certification requires that
the interpreter be highly competent and actively engaged in ongoing professional
development (including pursuing higher education and participating in continuing edu
cation to maintain valid certification). Most interpreters have a college degree in inter
preting or a degree in a related area with a concentration in interpreting (Stauffer &
Brandwein, 1990). Interpreters are trained to be experts in communication between
deaf and hearing individuals, but are typically not content experts in the subjects they
interpret (Siple, 1994). In order to be adequately prepared for assignments, it is criti
cal that interpreters know as much as possible about the topic, setting, and partici
pants beforehand. This gives the interpreter a sense of what the participants expect
to accomplish during the session. Accessing content material, assessing communica
tion needs, and understanding the purposes for the meeting ahead of time is essen
tial for successful interpreting to take place. Even briefly discussing these things with
the interpreter and allowing some time for a preassignment assessment of communi
cation needs can greatly enhance service.

Interpreting in the Human Service Venue

The following vignette illustrates the application of some of the guidelines for working
with interpreters in human service settings. Bernice, a hearing human service case
worker, is assigned to work with a deaf couple named Maria and Jose. The case
manager informs Bernice that she must contact the local community-based interpret
ing services (with whom they have a service provider contract) at least two weeks in
advance of the intake interview in order to secure an interpreter. If this were a rural
area, more advance notice might be needed as the interpreter may need to travel to
the interview. The interpreting referral agency is responsible for sending the most
qualified interpreter for the assignment; monitoring professional conduct, document
ing education and certification level; and administering the compensation to the inter
preter.

'Nhen Bemice calls the local interpreting agency to talk with the individual responsible
for scheduling an interpreter for Maria and Jose, she is asked several basic questions
(e.g., time, date, location, and purpose of the assignment). In addition, the interpreter
needs to know some information about the deaf clients' language needs in order to
provide interpreting services that are linguistically accessible and appropriate to the
situation. Bernice may not have this information or may be unable to determine this.
The interpreter referral specialist lets Bernice know that the interpreter needs to meet
with her and the deaf consumers 10 to 15 minutes prior to the appointment in order to
assess language and communication needs. Cooperation and teamwork enhance
interpreting accuracy and working conditions conducive to excellent service delivery.
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The interpreting referral agency arranges to send Ringu Tulku, a certified sign lan
guage interpreter who is a male. Ringu telephones Bernice, the human service case
worker to set up a pre- and postconference time, to discuss the assignment with her,
and to arrange to meet the deaf couple prior to the interview. The interpreter ensures
the case worker that he adheres to professional standards of confidential communica
tion. Bernice accommodates the request and arranges 15 minutes before and after
the assignment to talk with Ringu. The interpreter explains that he would like to meet
face to face with Bernice first, (although some basic information could be exchanged
via the phone or e-mail), and then meet the deaf couple just prior to the intake inter
view to determine their language and interpreting needs. It is possible that Maria and
Jose, natives of Mexico, do not know ASL. They may need an interpreter proficient in
Mexican Sign Language.

Bernice is surprised that sign language is not "universal" and that someone with a
foreign name like Ringu Tulku is fluent in English. Bernice asks him the origins of his
name and he explains that it is Tibetan. His parents are deaf Tibetan refugees, but he
was raised in the U.S. from a young age and attended school and college here. He
formally studied ASL in college where he obtained a degree in sign language inter
preting after originally learning ASL from one of his deaf siblings who attended a U.S.
school for the deaf. His native languages are spoken Tibet, which he learned from
hearing family members and Tibetan Sign Language, the native language of his par
ents. In addition, he is fluent in English and ASL, and Spanish which he studied in
high school and has maintained through travel to Spanish-speaking countries. How
ever, he is not proficient enough in Mexican Sign Language to interpret. Fortunately,
during the preinterview meeting with Jose and Maria, the interpreter discovers that
the couple has lived in the U.S. long enough to acquire ASL and use it comfortably as
a second language though Mexican Sign Language is their first language. Because of
the accommodations made by the human service professional, the interpreter is bet
ter prepared to render services linguistically accessible and appropriate to the situa
tion.

Communication Protocols

In addition and complementary to the interpreting arrangements and professional
responsibilities discussed above, there are certain communication protocols worth
considering that are applicable to human service settings. The following practices
enhance linguistic accuracy, communication access, and service delivery.

Everything Gets Interpreted

As previously discussed, according to the ethical tenets of accuracy, accessibility,
and impartiality, the interpreter has a professional obligation to interpret everything
that is being signed or spoken. To include the deaf person as an equal participant
means interpreting side comments, telephone conversations, or anything else that the
hearing participants can hear. For example, there are times when the interpreter
"cues" the deaf person in on other environmental sounds that affect the hearing par
ticipants (e.g., construction work occurring in the vicinity, overhead jet noise, or envi
ronmental white noise.). In a sense, the interpreter expands the perceptual field of the
deaf consumer. Ideally, this creates complete and pertinent communication. Convey
ing linguistic content takes precedence over environmental sounds unless the inter-

preter determines that those are impo~ant. If the h~man ~ervice professional h~S a
small office space, then he might conslde:r scheduling a differ~~t. room .for sessions
with a deaf person and an interpreter. This allows greater flexibility for Int~rpreter po
sitioning and minimizes distractions from incoming phone calls and other interrup
tions.

Accommodating Visual Needs

Interpreters must position themselves carefully to establish c1e~r vi~ual line.s. of com
munication. Watching an interpreter for an extended length of time ISalso tiring for the
eyes. Appropriate lighting is essential and interpreters must avoid sitting in front of a
window or other light source since this makes it difficult for the deaf pers~n to watC!'
the interpreter. Generally, the interpreter is best positioned next to and slightly behind
the speaker. The deaf consumer will be watching the interpreter for the most part, so
one must not let that become a distraction. To establish rapport, it is helpful for the
hearing person to maintain eye contact at all times as the deaf person ~i1~ ~ook ~t t~e
speaker from time to time as a way of letting the speaker kno~ that he IS listening
with his eyes. When speaking with a deaf person through an Interpreter, one should
address the deaf person directly. Statements such as "tell her" or "ask him" should not
be used.

ASL as a Visual Language

ASL is not an English-based language and interpreting means working between two
distinct languages and cultures. For example, in addition to conveying emotion, f~cial

expression also has grammatical function in A~L. ~he face is used to ":lark questions,
conditionals, rhetorical and relative clauses, adJectives, and adverbs. Signers use
their faces to carry much of the intonational and inflectional information conveyed by
the voice in spoken language. As hearing people frequently comment, deaf people
use a lot of facial expression, not realizing that the face conveys both emotional affect
and grammatical content. Professionals who are assessing deaf people's e~otional

or psychological state should be aware of this distinction. In ASL, some English words
may also appear on the lips, the result of prolonged co~tact between t~e languages
(Davis, 2003). Sign language has been used for educational purposes In the U.S.
since at least the early 1800s. Linguistically, this is a type of lexical borrowing that
occurs between all languages. For example, any dictionary will reveal the large num
ber of words that English has borrowed from other languages.

Avoiding Overuse Syndrome

Interpreting is physically demanding and interpreters are vulnerable to repetitive mo
tion injury, also referred to as overuse syndrome. Providing interpreters and de~~ con
sumers with adequate breaks helps minimize fatigue and overuse syndrome. CIting
best practice, Siple (1994) suggests 10 minute breaks at 50 minute intervals and
warns that using the interpreter to talk to the deaf participant during the break means
that the interpreter is still working. Depending on the length of an assignment, gener
ally those longer than two hours, and/or the nature of the assignment (i.e., more de
manding or higher risk), two interpreters may be assigned. For example, even a 15
minute court appearance might necessitate that two interpreters work together to en
sure a successful interpretation. During these assignments, the two interpreters work
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II I !ogether as a te~m backing each other up to ensure that all information is accurately
Interpreted; the Interpreters may switch turns with each other every 20 to 30 minutes.

Reasonable Accommodation

Cooper~tion betwe~n the i~ter~reter, the deaf, and the hearing participants ensures
that the Interpreted Interaction ISas smooth and natural as possible. Some individuals
may try to over a.ccommodate .t~e situation by slowing down their speech. Interpreters
may ~ve~ sometl"'!es ask participants to slow down speaking or signing. The best
practIce IS appropnate and adequate use of conversational pausing rather than slow
Ing down the overall conversational pace. Use of effective public speaking axioms
suc~ as ·~emember to breathe" and "pause," will make the speech or conversatio~
eas!er to Interpret. Siple (1994) in describing educational interpreting points out: "If
the Interpreter is having difficulty, that is a good indication that most students do not
comprehend the information being presented" (p.141). She encourages instructors to
work closely with interpreters and describes interpreters as "professional listeners...
trained to decipher all levels of communication" (p.141). Regardless of how qualified
or well prepared an interpreter may be, there are times when the interpreter will need
to inte~pt to ~equest clarification or repetition. Some individuals may be annoyed by
these Interruptions, but such pauses are necessary to help the interpreter accurately
translate the message.

Group Settings

Common to the hu~an service mili~u are group therapy sessions or other support
gr~ups. These settings can be particularly challenging to interpret because of the
qUick pace and unstructured tum-~aking. To process information accurately, interpret
ers must lag several seconds behmd the speaker. This, combined with conversational
overla~ and rapid.unsign~led turn-taking, places the deaf person at a disadvantage.:rhe qUickpa~d mteracnon of unstructured group meetings make it impossible to
mterpret and difficult for the deaf person to participate. It is helpful for the group
leader to be aware of interpreter communication protocols, pointing out and the need
for adequa~e pauses and turn-t~~ing signals (raising one's hand and being called on
b~fo~e talking) ~o the other participants. It is helpful to wait for the interpreter to finish
sIgning a question that is being posed to the group before calling on someone to re
spond. This pause p~ts the deaf pa~icip~nton a more level playing field by allowing
him to s~e the ~uestion ~nd then .ralse hiS hand to be called on like the other partici
pants ..~Iscusslng these Issues with the other participants may be enough to improve
sensitivIty. Some deaf people may prefer using their own voices and not have the
interpreter voice for them. Ideally, hearing consumers will be asked if they understand
the deaf person or not, and the interpretation will be adjusted accordingly.

Summary and Conclusions

Clearly, interpreters are bound by rigorous professional boundaries and protocols to
hel~ them deal effectively with the numerous demands imposed by the task of inter
pretl~g and p~esented by the wide variety of settings in which they work. Interpreters
are highly trained professionals who specialize in providing equal communication
access between deaf and hearing worlds in a variety of ways (e.g., signed language

and spoken language; through linguistic and cultural mediation). Thus, interpreters
are language and communication specialists, who must also be generalists given the
broad range of settings in which they work. That is, they must know a good deal
about the array of settings, topics, and the participants involved in their interpretation.
Similar to human service professionals, interpreters must also be involved in the com
munities which they serve and work as a part of an interdisciplinary team of educators
and service providers.

The interpreter alone cannot take responsibility for the communication outcomes. All
parties must work together to ensure success. The inclusion of interpreters on the
human service team is an opportunity to assess and enhance communication dynam
ics that will benefit all participants. The best resource for additional information on the
use of interpreters is the interpreters themselves. During pre- and postconferencing,
they can recommend resources and strategies for working more effectively through
an interpreter with individuals who are deaf. Providing equal access and including all
participants will increase effective service delivery and enhance communication for
everyone involved.
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Understanding HowJane Addams and Hull-House
Programs Bridged Cross-Cultural DiHerences:

Leisure Programs and Contact Theory

Rod Dieser

Abstract

Although human service educators have written on the history of Jane Addams and
Hull-House, little attention has been devoted to understanding how Jane Addams
used leisure programs to celebrate cross-cultural diversity. The purpose of this paper
is to highlight the way in which Jane Addams and HUll-House human service pro
grams bridged cross-cultural differences by combining leisure programs with contact
theory. Contemporary implications regarding how leisure programs can be a medium
for applied contact theory in human services are noted.

In September 1889, Jane Addams, Ellen Gates Starr, and Mary Keyser opened Hull
House-a settlement house-in a poor district of Chicago. Hull-House, as most set
tlement houses, established agencies in city slums where residents provided human
services and engaged in social action on behalf of people with special needs (e.g.,
poverty-stricken and homeless immigrants, people with substance dependencies).
Jane Addams opposed the human service work provided by the Charity Organization
Societies (COS) of the same era because of their clinical casework, scientific charity
methodology, and self-identification as friendly visitor experts (Schram & Mandell,
2000). Addams (1899/2002) argued that COS workers had incorrigibly bourgeois
standards, and she disliked the "... entire arrangement of cards alphabetically classi
fied according to streets and names of families, with the unrelated and meaningless
details attached to them ... not unlike that which afflicted the students of botany and
geology .. ." (p. 72). A sampling of firsts in human service programs that Jane Ad
dams established and directed at Hull-House during 1889 to 1935 includes the follow
ing:

• social settlement in Chicago
• public playground in Chicago
• public baths in Chicago
• public gymnasium in Chicago
• college extension course in Chicago
• free art exhibits in Chicago
• public swimming pool in Chicago
• Boy Scout troop in Chicago
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• investigations and programs in Chicago regarding: sanitation. truancy, typhoid
fever. children's reading, cocaine use. tuberculosis. infant mortality, and the so
cial/recreational values of saloons

• creation and enactment of the first factory laws in Illinois
• little theater in the United States
• citizenship preparation classes in the United States

Jane Addams' contributions to human services at Hull-House and throughout the
United States (e.g.• executive member of the National Association for the Advance
ment of Colored People in 1909, first vice president of the Playground Association of
America in 1907). along with her involvement in the Women's International league for
Peace and Freedom during World War I. resulted in her becoming the first American
woman to receive the Nobel Peace Prize in 1931 (Dieser, Harkema. Kowalski, Osuiji
& Poppen, 2004).

The purpose of this paper is to highlight the way in which Jane Addams and Hull
House human service programs bridged cross-cultural differences by combining lei
sure programs with contact theory. The first section of this paper will explain leisure
and contact theory. The second section will provide specific examples of how Jane
Addams and Hull-House programs integrated leisure with contact theory to bridge
cross-cultural differences. The last section will discuss contemporary human service
implications.

Leisure

A social psychological definition of leisure posits that leisure is an experience that is
premised upon intrinsic motivation and perceived freedom (Mannell & Kleiber, 1997;
Neulinger, 1981). Intrinsic motivation occurs when the rewards of participation in an
activity come from engaging in the activity itself (as opposed to external pressure)
and perceived freedom refers to a state in which a person feels that what he/she is
doing is done by choice (Neulinger, 1981). As such, different activities (e.g., basket
ball. bird watching, camping, cooking, creative writing, drama, reading, swimming.
woodwork) can be classified as leisure. From a social psychological perspective,
Mannell and Kleiber (1997) articulated the following five benefits of leisure:

1. Compensates for unmeet needs in other life domains (e.g.• a bowling group can
develop friendships and social recognition that may be absent elsewhere)

2. Increases personal growth and skills (e.g., music programs develop music and
thinking skills)

3. Allows identity formation to develop via affirming individual talents and providing
social recognition (e.g., a person can be viewed as an "expert" in collecting base
ball cards)

4. Develops health and wellness (e.g.• physical fitness or coping behaviors in re
sponse to stressful life events)

5. Provides psychological hedonism and relatively brief and transient experiences
that provide meaningful life events (e.g .• family picnic in a park)

Contact Theory

Contact theory posits that if positive contact and.interactio~ betwe?~ diverse people
occur, then their attitudes toward one another will change In a positive manner
(Allport. 1954; Gudykunst, 1998; Tripp. French, & Sherrill, 1995). Roper (1990) under
scored that contact theory creates a life space in which negative expectations and
assumptions about certain group members can be altered or informally challenged.
Different scholars (Allport. 1954; Amir, 1976; Tripp et al., 1995) have suggested three
conditions that will cause positive attitude change. First. contact environments should
produce equal status and create rewards. For example, ~f clients in a resid~ntial treat
ment facility have equal access to art programs and equipment, equal SOCial sta~us
between people will be increased. Second. contact should be personal a~d persist
over time. For example. drama events that take weeks or months of practice and.~I
low personal contact can result in positive interactions: Third. contact ~n ~e POSitive
if common goals are established. For example. a music program that IS onented to
ward a common group goai such as overall performance can increase positive con
tact. On the other hand. Allport (1954) and Tripp et al., (1995) suggested that nega
tive contact tends to occur when (a) the contact environment has tension, is involun
tary. or unpleasant; (b) group members are in a state of frustration; (c) group stan
dards (e.g., moral values) are objectionable to other groups; and (d) contact events
are competitive.

To this end. Clement. Gardiner. and Smythe's (1977) study provides some research
evidence regarding contact theory. In their study of 379 Anglophone grade eight stu
dents from london (Canada), roughly half of the group (n =181) went on a school trip
to the Francophone community of Quebec City whereas the rest (n =198) constituted
a control group and stayed home. All of the students were administered a ~attery of
tests before and after the trip. The results of the study suggested that the high contact
group had more favorable attitudes toward French Canadians than either the low con
tact or control group.

Leisure Programs at Hull-House:
A Human Service Medium for Applied Contact Theory

Although educators have spent time explaining how Hull-House developed so~al and .
leisure programs (e.g.• Bryan & Davis, 1990; Edginton, DeGraaf, Dieser & Edglnton.
in press; Elshtain, 2002; McBride, 1989), scant attention has focused on how Hull
House was developed to celebrate cross-cultural differences and that leisure was
used as a means to this end. In fact, lasch-Quinn (1993) argued that the primary
purpose of Hull-House was to infuse cultural pluralism in America an~ el.iminatewi~e
spread behaviors rooted in prejudice. In her famous essay, The SubjectIve NeceSSIty
for Social Settlement. which posited the theoretical underpinnings of Hull-House. Ad
dams (1893/2002) outlined that the yearning to share the "race life" (p. 19), or con
tact, of humanity was one of three purposes for the creation of Hull-House. The fol
lowing section will highlight three leisure programs (e.g., expressive arts. social a~ivi
ties and community leisure activities) at Hull-House during the Jane Addams era In

whicl, human services was a medium for cross-cultural contact that celebrated diver
sity.
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Expressive Arts

~press~vearts are the employme.nt of visual arts, music, dance, or drama techniques
with the.lntent to ~r~duce and achieve a final product (Silver, 1989). Hull-House used
~xpr~sslvearts within the framework of contact theory. In 1896, Hilda Satt, a Polish
lIl~mlgrantwho worked at Hull-House, highlighted how music at Hull-House built
bridges of cross-cultural understanding due to positive contact:

... The children of the HUII-~ouse Music School then sang some songs ... I
shall ~~ver !orget the caressing sweetness of those children's voices. All feelings
o~ relIgIOUS mtolerance and bigotry faded. I could not connect this beautiful party
with ~ny hatJ:~ or superstition t~at existed among the people of Poland ... we
pmmlgrant ViSitOrs] were all having a good time ... We were all poor. Some of us
were underfed. Some of us had holes in our shoes, but we were not afraid of
each other (Polacheck, 1989, p. 52, italic added).

Bot~ ~ane Addams and Ellen Gates Starr provided numerous art programs so that
partiCipants from different nationalities and cultures could share their spiritual expres
sion and hopes as they lived in poverty (Addams, 1895/1990; Stebner, 1997).

In her classic article "The Play Instinct and the Arts" in the book The Second Twenty
Years at Hull-House, Jane Addams (193012002) highlighted how art can build under
standing of different cultures through contact. In describing the Hull-House Art
School, Addams reported:

B~cause.Hull-House is in an immigrant district, we have the great advantage that
children In the art s~.ool Cl:re of many races and nationalities and to a surprising
degree they are famlll~r with the backgrounds of culture which their parents rep
r~sen~. The.other day In one of our pottery classes where the children were trying
hls~onc subjects, the Scandinavian boy made a Viking bowl; the Mexican, an
Indian hut; the Greek, the capital of a Corinthian column; the Italian, the dome of
St. Peter's. The variety was interesting, but not nearly so significant as the fact
that each boy recognized What the other boy had made and called it by name (p
417, italic added). .

To Jane Addams, leisure activities, such as the arts, were used to build cross-cultural
understanding through positive cross-cultural interactions.

Social Activities

Sociability !s the primary function of social leisure activities and programs (Edginton,
Hudson, Dleser, & Edglnton, 2004). Jane Addams and Hull-House provided numer
ous social activities to develop positive interactions among people from different cul
turCl:I backgrounds..For example, Hannig's (1911/1990) personal narrative of annual
Christmas celebrations in the early 1900s at Hull-House underscored how cross
cultural personal interactions developed positive contacts:

This [Christmas] concert of folk songs, carols and canons through which the peo
ple ~f many lands have for generations striven to express their joy and devotion
and ISrendered by young people of many nationalities representing the Hull- '

House neighborhood. Possibly it is the spirit of Christmas, possibly it is the influ
ence of music which holds together the souls of these people, but certain it is
that, although most of the songs are of a religious character, Russian and Polish
Jewish children participate with the consent of their parents ... but the fact that
all these people are united in the true spirit of Christmas may perhaps be a genu
ine expression of "Peace on Earth and Good Will to Men" (p. 97).

Likewise, Phillip Davis (195211990), who immigrated to America from Russia, ex
plained that through social conversations and via leisure activities "... She [Jane
Addams] encouraged us to build proudly on what was most valuable in our heri
tage" (p. 129). Elshtain's (2002) historical and qualitative study described how two
past Hull-House residents-Marie Thatos and Ruby Jane Delicandro--reported that
various social activities taught them respect for people who were from different cul
tures and different languages:

Ruby and Marie had warm memories of their much-loved Italian neighborhood
with its large family groups and robust social, cultural, and religious life. Hull
House enlarged but did not supplant the world of their immigrant community.
Hull-House built on many activities and festivals native to Italy. The celebration
they most loved was the annual enactment of Christmas tableaux, the singing of
Christmas songs in many languages, and a tree with lighted candles ... She
[Jane Addams] would always say 'You're all a part of it' ... And we were (p. 10).

Elshtain's (2002) analysis of Ruby and Marie provides a rich description regarding
how contact through work and leisure taught respect for diversity:

Ruby ... recalled a campaign speech made in her behalf, when she ran for
president of one of the clubs, and a little group singing campaign songs in Mexi
can, French, Bohemian, and German. Each culture was respected; they were all
together ... They [Marie and Ruby] described being in classes with Mexican and
African American children at Hull-House. "And we didn't give it another thought,"
notes Marie. "Hull-House brought us together. We played and worked with every
one ... We were children. She [Jane Addams] taught us to respect each other's
tradition" (Elshtain, 2002, p. 13).

Community Leisure Education

Community leisure education is a developmental process in which an individual or
group of people increase their understanding of leisure and the relationship among
leisure, lifestyle, and society (Edginton et al., 2004; Mundy, 1998). Community leisure
education can be used as social intervention to develop positive cross-culturat contact
and understanding (Dieser & Fox, 2002; Edginton et aI., 2004). Community leisure
education was offered at HUll-House in literature, the arts, physical activity, and cook
ing, just to name a few leisure activities (Bryan & Davis, 1990; Fischer, 2004). How
ever, the Labor Museum exemplifies how community leisure education was a devel
opmental process in which groups of people increase their contact and understanding
of people from different cultures.

The Labor Museum program developed from Addams' two-fold concern for (a) the
disdainful attitudes immigrant children had toward their parent's Old World traditions
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and culture and (2) the contemptuous attitudes Americans had toward poverty
stricken immigran.ts Ii~ing in Chicago (Addams, 1910/1981). Addams wanted to bridge
t~e gap between Immigrant parents and children by highlighting how Old World spin
mng and weaving were cultural traditions which showcased the leisure skills and tal
ents of immigrant adults/parents (Addams, 1910/1981). Moreover, Jane Addams
taught immigrant adults and children that they should not be ashamed of their back
ground. The Labor Museum was created so that immigrants to America could display
the beauty of the Old World (e.g., basket weaving, embroidery, dressmaking)
(Addams,1910/1981; Polacheck,1989; Washburne, 1904/1990). For example, the
Labor Museum's display of Old World spinning and weaving helped a young Italian
woman, named Angelina, to understand her mother and her mother's cultural back
ground, as opposed to being ashamed of it (Addams, 1910/1981). Building upon the
writing of Jane Addams (1910/1981), Elshtain (2002) captures the crux of this cross
cultural interaction mediated via a community leisure education program:

In the powerful Chapter XI of Twenty Years at Hull-House, she [Jane Addams]
tells the Story of Angelina, Who Was Ashamed of Her Mother. Addams conveys
to an Italian girl, Angelina, who is ashamed of her Italian mother (who wore a
kerchief over her head, uncouth boots, and short petticoats), something of what
her mother's life must have been in the Old Country ... Following this conversa
tion, Angelina could look at her mother from another perspective, having recog
nized that others were interested in her mother's superb stick-spindling. One of
the displays in the Labor Museum--one that featured live action-was that of
different styles of spinning and weaving (p, 144).

Jane Addams (1910/1981) provides evidence of how this community leisure educa
tion program caused Angelina to celebrate her mother's leisure skills and cultural
background: "One evening, however, Angelina saw her mother surrounded by a
group of visitors from the School of Education [University of Chicago] who much ad
mired the spinning, and she concluded from their conversation that her mother was
the best stick-spindle spinner in America" (p. 176, italic added). Through leisure activ
ity (spinning and weaving) and a community leisure education site (Labor Museum),
Jane Addams not only helped Angelina understand and value her own cultural back
ground, but also helped other people understand the culture of the Old Country. Fur
ther, Jane Addams (1910/1981) went through the neighborhood and found women
from different countries skilled in spinning and weaving. For example, when Mexican
immigrants moved into the Hull-House neighborhood, they showcased pottery in the
Labor Museum and held pottery-making classes.

Contemporary Implications

A fundamental proposition in this paper is that Jane Addams and Hull-House human
service programs (during the Jane Addams era) bridged cross-cultural differences by
combining leisure programs with contact theory. Expressive arts, social activities, and
community leisure education programs were used to provide positive interactions
between people of cultural differences so that their attitudes toward one another
would change in a positive manner. For example, art programs were used to teach
children about cultural differences and build cross-cultural understanding.

To this end, a professional implication is th~t human service work~rs can use contact
theory in practice to bridge cross-cultural differences. Human service workers need to
be mindful that contact should (a) provide equal status and rewards. (b) be personal
and persist over time, and (c) establish common goals (Allport, 1954; Amir, 1976).
Additionally, human service workers can follow Gudykunst's (1998) suggestions that
contact environments should encourage these elements: (a) contact should have the
potential to extend beyond the immediate situation, (b) contact should occur in a vari
ety of contexts that have an equal number of in-group and out-group members, and
(c) institutions and facilities should strongly support contact theory. For example, a
human service worker who wanted to increase cross-cultural understanding among
youth could establish an after school community garden project that (a) allowed
cross-cultural contact to extend beyond the community project (e.g., school interac
tion, transportation to and from the community garden), (b) had an equal number of
youth from diverse cultural groups (e.g., four African-Americans, five Mexican Ameri
cans, four White Euro-North Americans, and three American Indians), and (c) was
strongly supported by schools, parents, and community members and stakeholders.

Furthermore, leisure opportunities and events can be a human service medium for
applied contact theory. Community and human service leisure programs can provide
multicultural social festivals throughout the year and celebrate ethnic events, such as
African-American culture during Black History month (February) or learn about differ
ent cultures through recreational games (e.g., Barbarash, 1997; Clements & Kinzler,
2003). Similar to the cross-cultural pottery classes taught at Hull-House, human ser
vice programs can combine leisure and contact theory to help people understand
different cultures and develop harmony among different cultural groups. Leisure set
tings can be an ideal environment for cross-cultural interaction to occur because of
the qualities of free choice, perceived freedom, and intrinsic motivation that are rooted
in the leisure experience.

However, it is important to remember that contact theory can also cause negative and
harmful consequences (e.g., furthering cross-cultural stereotypes or hatred) when (a)
the contact environment has tension, is involuntary, or unpleasant; (b) group mem
bers are in a state of frustration; (c) group standards (e.g., moral values) are objec
tionable to other groups; and (d) contact events are competitive (Allport, 1954; Tripp
et aI., 1995). For example, a cross-cultural community garden program that was not
voluntary and pitted members of different cultural groups together to provide friendly
competition (e.g., improve work efficiency) would most likely result in negative conse
quences.

In regard to pedagogy and curriculum, human service educational programs should
provide coursework related to understanding the positive consequences of leisure
(Delgado, 2002; de Oliveira & Edginton, 1999) and the importance of gaining cross
cultural competencies (Mehr & Kanwischer, 2004). For example, Caldwell and Bald
win (2003) explained how the underlying constructs of leisure experiences (e.g., free
dom, intrinsic motivation, self-determination) are related to underlying constructs of
positive youth development. Pedagogy should be related to understanding leisure
theory (Caldwell & Baldwin, 2003; Edginton et aI., in press) and concepts related to
providing leisure experiences, such as program format and program leadership
(Edginton et aI., 2004). Mehr and Kanwischer (2004) underscored how all human
service workers and agencies need to become culturally competent via: (a) valuing
diversity, (b) having the capacity for cultural self-assessment, (c) becoming conscious
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of the dynamic inherent when cultures interact, (d) developing cultural knowledge,
and (e) adapting policies and programs that are culturally enriching. Beyond peda
gogical and curriculum strategies, internship and fieldwork requirements can focus
students towards gaining awareness, knowledge, and skills in providing cross-cultural
programs and leisure experiences.

Beyond combining leisure programs with contact theory, an additional professional
implication is that human service work can be based upon a broad humanistic pro
gramming philosophy that is affirming to cultural traditions, as opposed to a clinical or
medical model approach. Jane Addams and Hull-House human service workers
(settlement workers) brought people together from different cultures and socioeco
nomic status to engage in human services and social action on behalf of people with
special needs (Schram & Mandell, 2000). Jane Addams (190212001) opposed the
individualistic clinical approaches advocated by the Charity Organization Societies
during her era and, instead, followed a broad humanistic programming philosophy
that underscored the holistic client-system milieu (e.g., social environments, cultural
factors, lifestyle choices, spiritual beliefs).
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Footnotes

1 Beyond the social psychological definition of leisure, there are other disciplinary
concepts of leisure, such as sociological (Kelly, 1982; Stebbins, 2004), feminist
(Wearing, 1998), philosophical (de Grazia, 1962), and other psychological theories
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1997).

2 The other two reasons were to advance democracy and advocate a renaissance of
applied Christian service.

3 Delgado (2002) underscored how community service youth programs provide youth
with a meaningful chance to help themselves and help their communities.
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Abstract

This article presents the results of a 2003 survey of human service educators who are
members of the National Organization for Human Service ~ducation. Demographics,
position responsibilities, and professional development concerns are compared with
earlier surveys in 1982 and 1992. Results reflect an academic discipline that contin
ues to grow and change in terms of program names, degrees, licensure, and respon
sibilities. Perceptions of past issues and future challenges for human service educa
tors are analyzed in the 1992 and 2003 surveys, highlighting consistent concerns
about diversity and professional identity and a new emphasis on the use of technol
ogy.

A Survey of Human Service Educators:
A longitudinal Study

In 1982, the researchers surveyed 610 human service educators in the United States
identified from the Directory of Education and Teaching Programs for Paraprofession
als in Mental HealthlHuman Services, the Directory ofAssociate and Baccalaureate
Degree Programs in Mental Health and Human Services, and the membership of the
National Organization of Human Service Educators (NOHSE). The respondents pro
vided information about demographics, position responsibilities, job tasks, academic
and nonacademic experience, and professional development (McClam & Devoe,
1982). Results from this survey indicated these respondents represented a wide
range of academic programs, as well as various types of academic preparation, voca
tional experiences, and licensure/certifications. Terminal degrees included social
work/social welfare (42%), psychology (23%), guidance/counseling (22%), and others
(education, sociology, human services, public health, and nursing.) An interesting
finding of the study was the increasing number of individuals who viewed themselves
as human service educators.

Ten years, (1992), later the researchers surveyed the 188 professional members of
the National Organization for Human Service Education (NOHSE). Those surveyed
represented a much smaller sample than the 1982 study and clearly identified with
the human service discipline by their membership in NOHSE. No new directories
similar to those used in the 1982 study were available to expand the list of possible
participants. The 1992 survey replicated the previous survey, including questions
about demographics, position responsibilities, job tasks, academic and nonacademic
experience, and professional development. The results were similar to those of the
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1982 survey. A majority of the respondents were full-time educators (95%) with termi
nal degrees at the master's level (53%) and doctoral level (38%). Areas of licensure/
certification were social work (27%), psychology (24%), counseling (18%), nursing
(5%), and others. In addition, the respondents were asked to list the most significant
developments in human service education since 1982 and to describe the challenges
facing human service education in the next ten years (Woodside, McClam, & McGar
rah, 1993). Themes about the significant issues that developed between 1982 and
1992 were an increased awareness of diversity and multicultural issues, movement
toward specializations in academic programs, issues of professional identity for hu
man service graduates, concerns about the strength of the professional human ser
vice organizations, and issues of certification and approval for human service work
ers. Participants described their perceptions for the future in terms of multicultural
needs, professional recognition and identity, adequate funding for social programs,
the flexibility of academic programs to meet changing demands, and the working con
ditions of a "devalued" human service profession.

The purpose of this article is to provide another 10-year review of the professional
membership of the NOHSE by describing "who they are," their perceptions of the
changes they have seen in the past ten years, and their perceptions of the challenges
for the next ten years. This article presents the results of the 2003 survey and com
pares them with the responses of the two previous studies.

Methodology

Members of the NOHSE who identified themselves as human service educators (N =
224) received the 2003 surveys by mail. Although slightly larger in number than the
1992 sample (N = 188), the two groups were similar in three ways: membership in
NOHSE; self-identification as human service educators; and position/program titles.

The survey instrument in all three studies was identical and was designed to examine
academic preparation, employment, past experience, and professional development.
This report compares results from all three data sets: 1982, 1992, and 2003, thus
identifying trends over the past 20 years. The data were analyzed with the chi square
statistic with the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (version 12.0) to assess
change in categorical data.

Consistent with the 1992 survey, respondents in 2003 were asked to list the most
significant developments in human service education in the past ten years and to
identify the challenges facing human service education in the next ten years. Re
sponses were analyzed to determine common themes in participants' perceptions of
these two areas. Thematic analysis was first completed independently by three re
searchers familiar with qualitative analyses, the researchers then met to agree upon
the themes (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). Individual themes are presented according to
the total number of responses comprising them from greatest to least. Following this
presentation of themes is a comparison of the 1992 themes and 2003 themes.

Results

The return rates for the 1982,1992, and 2003 surveys were 40% (N = 243),34% (N =
64), and 51% (N = 109), respectively. Research suggests that first mailings will typi
cally result in a 30% to 50% return rate; thus, these percentages are typical for survey
research (Gay & Airasian, 2000). All analyses used the chi square statistic unless
otherwise noted.

Analyses compared the three data sets with the exception of the program names and
disciplines. These two variables were examined over a 20-year period. Also note that
the 1982 survey sample of human service educators was drawn from several sources
while the 1992 and 2003 samples consisted solely of human service educators who
were members of NOHSE. Despite the change of sample sources, the percent of
respondents reporting full-time employment as human service or mental health edu
cators remained steady across the 20-year span. Specific percentages reported were
1982 (91.3%), 1992 (87.5%), and 2003 (90.4%). A significant effect of gender was
found, with the number of female respondents increasing steadily from 1982 (40%) to
1992 (50%) to 2003 (64%) (p<.001).

The data suggested a trend for human service educators to hold higher academic
ranks in 2003 than in the past. The data indicated that there were significantly fewer
educators at the instructor rank in 1992 (27%) compared with 1982 (42%) and 2003
(40%). Furthermore, there were significantly more educators at the associate profes
sor rank in 1992 (31%) than in either 2003 (11%) or in 1982 (0%) (p<.001). Assistant
and full professor ranks remained steady.

Just as human service educators tended to gain higher academic ranks over the past
20 years, they also reported holding higher degrees. The highest degree ranged from
bachelor's to doctoral; however, too few respondents held bachelor's degrees to pro
vide meaningful analysis. Significant differences were found for master's and doctoral
degrees. There were significantly more master's degrees in 1982 (58%) than in 1992
(43%) and 2003 (44%). Additionally, significantly more respondents reported holding
a doctoral degree in 2003 (57%) than in 1982 (42%), with 1992 falling in the middle
(54%). Thus, these data suggest that over the past 20 years there has been a move
ment toward human service faculty holding terminal degrees.

The 1982 and 2003 surveys asked the discipline of the respondent's degree. In 1982
the most frequent disciplines were sociology (34%) and social work (22%), followed
by psychology (15%), counseling/guidance (12%), education (10%), and human ser
vices (2%). The most frequent disciplines in 2003 were counseling/guidance (27%),
psychology (23%), social work (21%), education (15%), sociology (8%), and human
services (7%). Chi square analysis revealed that significant changes existed for two
disciplines. Counseling/guidance was more frequent and sociology was less frequent
in 2003 than 1982 (p<.001).

For each year of the survey, respondents reported areas of licensure. Social work
licensure was the most common across the two decades (28.4% on average). Three
significant trends were found (p=.001). Respondents with licensure as a psychologist
decreased from 1982 (24%) to 1992 and 2003 (11% each). There was as significant
increase in the numbers of licensed counselors in each of the three surveys (1982-
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1982· 2003··

Degrees Offered

Certificate· 0% 8%

Associate" 78% 38%

Bachelor's" 22% 33%

Master's· 0% 10%

Doctorate 0% 2%

Program

Human Services" 62% 88%

Mental Health" 23% 4%

Social Work 9% 3%

Psychology 6% 4%

Table 1. A Comparison of 1982 and 2003 Survey Results.

*p<.001
N =243 (1982)
N =109 (2003)

18%,1992-34%, and 2003-42%). Additionally, licensed nurses decreased from 9% to
2% from 1982 to 2003.

Regarding employment, there was an increase in the number of respondents report
ing that their programs offered certificate, bachelor's and master's degrees between
1982 and 2003. There was also a decrease in the number of programs that offered
associate degrees (p<.001).

Respondents reported being employed in human service, mental health, social work,
or psychology programs. Over the 20-year span, the data show an increase in the
number employed in human service programs and a decrease in the number em
ployed in mental health programs. See Table 1.

Whe~ asked about their primary responsibilities, respondents listed undergraduate
teaching, graduate teaching, administration, field coordination, advising, recruitment,
and research. Trends showed that by 2003 there was significantly less teaching
(undergrad and grad) and significantly more advising, recruitment, and research
(p<.001). See Table 2.

Professional organiz~ti?n membe.rship changed significantly over the 20 year span
(p<.001). Membership Increased In NOHSE, the Council for Standards in Human Ser-

---------

Responsibility 1982 1992 2003

Undergraduate teaching· 44% 24% 23%

Administration 21% 19% 16%

Field Coordination 18% 19% 15%

Graduate Teaching* 17% 0% 5%

Advising* 0% 25% 21%

Recruitment* 0% 13% 14%

Research" 0% 0% 7%

Table 2. A Comparison of 1982, 1992, and 2003 Survey Results.

*p<.OO1
N =243 (1982)
N =64 (1992)
N =109 (2003)

vice Education (CSHSE), and the American Association of University Professors
(AAUP), and decreased in the National Association of Social Workers (NASW), and
the American Psychological Association (APA).

Perceptions: The Past

Among the themes that emerged from responses identifying the most significant de
velopments in human service education during the past decade were practice-related
concerns, 'academic program developments or changes, and issues of a professional
nature. Numbers in parentheses report the frequency of responses.

Practice-related concems. Respondents listed a number of items that clustered
around the delivery of human services. Some were related to financial matters, e.g.,
lack of support (4) and funding (3), the economy, HMOs. and the privatization of ser
vices. Two legislative developments were provided as evidence of social policy
changes at the federal level: the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) and
the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPPA). In terms of
human service professionals, one person indicated an increased role awareness, and
four indicated greater variety of job opportunities.

Academic Program Developments. Changes in academic programs included technol
ogy (14), followed by increased human service research, publications, and textbooks
(12), and expansion of programs (7), including master's and doctoral programs (10).
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Other developments ~entioned less frequently were diversity (2) and service leaming
(2). A g~obal perspe~tlve, ca~e management, formalized field experiences an in
crease '~ gerontologl.cal studies, a declining interest in developmental dis~bilities, and
student Involvement In research were each listed once as academic program devel
opments.

Professional Issues. C?ncerns.about credentials occurred on three levels. First. for
~uman service professionals. hcensure, credentialing, and certification were men
tioned by 16 respondents. On a program level. the skills standards. national stan
dards, and accreditation were identified by three respondents. Organizationally, re
~ponses rep~esented ~ number of f~cets of NOHSE during the past decade. These
Included the Increase In membership, the journal. the period of financial instability
and better organization. The development of a code of ethics (2) was also identifi~d
as ~n accomplishment of NOHSE. Other related concerns were identity (5) and the
maintenance of the profession (5), including a broader acceptance of human service
degrees vis-a-vis social work.

The respondents also viewed the challenges human service educators face in the
ne~ decade .in terms of professional. academic, and practice-related issues. Many of
the Issue~ mirror the concerns these educators faced in last decade while others re
flect new Issues they anticipate will emerge.

Perceptions: The Future

Professionallssue~:Am.ong~he professional issues articulated by human service
~du~tor~. professional ldennty (12~ ~as a major focus. Respondents suggested cer
tJfi~tlonlJ!cens.ure (10) and credentJahng (6) as ways to increase and strengthen pro
~esslonal Identity: Sev:ral h.u~an se~i.ce educators suggested that one response to
Issues .of professlo~allde~tJty ISclanfylng the human service professional's role in
education and service dehvery (3). Four educators believe professional identity is
threat.ene~ by competition from other programs: e.g.• psychology, and three suggest
a clanfi~tlon of the role of human services IS needed. Distinguishing human services
from social work was a concern to two respondents. Strengthening NOHSE and
CSH.SE was also recommended. Specifically. NOHSE was charged with advocating
for higher wage~ (4), including practitioners within its membership (2), and continuing
to develop ~ na~l~n~1 presence (2). Two respondents stated that the CSHSE needed
to Jn~rease It~ vlslblhty. One respondent indicated that the profession needed to ac
cred~t e~ucatlonal progr~ms; another individual praised the development of the ac
creditation processes; stili another hoped the CSHSE would develop standards for
cultu.ral competence. Two respondents saw budget cuts and dwindling resources as
eroding the place of human services in higher education with a result of a threat to
program survival (2).

Academic C~allenges. ~uman .service educators recorded the academic challenges
t~at they beheve they will face In the next decade. These included technology, cur
nculum ch~nge. concern for better working conditions. and curriculum relevance. The
Int:rnet. distance education, and other technologies seem to be one way educators
beheve human services could be supported (13). Others advocated for curriculum
changes such as a focus on agi~g p~pul~tions (3). the study of violence and anger.
alcohol and substance abuse, bioethical issues, multicultural clients. resistant and

difficult clients, and the preparation of generalists. Emphasizing the multiple roles that
students have as students. fieldwork students, and wage earners was also sug
gested. Concern for faculty support included help for professional development and
reasonable work conditions (3). Two individuals noted that relevance was a key to
maintaining the link between school and agencies and helping students manage the
expanding amount of information available to them.

Practice-Related Challenges. Human service educators also discussed many prac
tice-related challenges that they and their students will face during the next decade.
They included the salaries of human service professionals (14) and the reduction of
budgets and services (9). Other concerns listed once were the Patriot Act as it relates
to privacy issues of clients and workers. a high level of poverty (and clients with se
vere problems). the expansion of faith-based services, and a weakened economy.
Two respondents suggested that agencies are also struggling to keep professionals
while the difficulties with recruiting professionals, keeping work expectations manage
able, and maintaining reasonable case loads were listed once. Respondents also
listed bumout and compassion fatigue as challenges for the future.

Discussion

This study highlights several important areas in human service education. One is that
the study documents the growth and change of a profession and an academic disci
pline. Over the 20-year period full-time employment as human service educators re
mained steady. Human Services has become the more prevalent program name;
mental health program titles are not as numerous. While respondents continue to
include various academic disciplines, degrees, licensure. and professional affiliations,
a more solid identity for human service educators has developed. There have been
major changes in a number of areas. Among the 2003 respondents are significantly
more females. more at higher academic ranks, more doctorates, and more counselor
degrees.

A shift in academic responsibilities has also occurred. The 2003 sample reported sig
nificantly less teaching and more advising, recruitment. and research than previously
reported. This makes sense given the multiple responsibilities and roles demanded of
educators at higher ranks as opposed to instructors whose primary responsibility is
most likely instruction. Further support for academic changes are the increases in the
representation of both counseling degrees and licensure, perhaps signaling a move
toward more professional preparation as opposed to the traditional liberal arts or arts
and sciences focus. There has also been a significant increase in professional mem
berships in NOHSE, CSHSE, and AAUP with fewer memberships reported in APA
and NASW.

A second important area for discussion is educators' perceptions. Diversity has con
tinued to be a consistent theme in past perceptions in both the 1992 and 2003 stud
ies, a period in which the U.S. experienced dramatic population shifts and projections
identified the nation as a minority-majority country. Not surprisingly, this study also
included diversity among its future perceptions and suggested the need for flexibility
in human service programs to respond to changing needs.
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Another consistent theme over these two decades in both past and future perceptions
is professional identity.This includesprofessional organizations, licensureand certifi
cation, and role clarificationwith otherfields, particularly socialwork. Although this
current study indicates growth in boththe education and disciplineof human services,
it appears there continues to be a needto continue to define who we are-both as
educatorsand human service professionals-and it seems that we must continue to
grapple with this issue. There is recognition that great strides have been made with
respect to identity in terms of the proliferation of textbooks, the adoptionof the ethical
standards,and curriculumdevelopment.

Technology is a new consideration for human service educators. In the 1992 survey,
technologywas neither mentionedas a past trend or a future challenge. Responses
to the 2003 survey indicate its prevalence in terms of past considerations and future
challenges. According to the participants, technology has altered the teaching envi
ronment and will have an even greater impact on teaching in the next decade.

Technology, the most frequentlymentioned challenge of the next decade, is also evi
dence of the intent of educatorsto remaincurrent.

There is cause for optimism, however, in the 2003 study in thinking about the next
decade. Respondentsmove beyondthe identity issue to project concerns about fund
ing, working conditions, agencychallenges, and the political climate.These re
sponses of the 1992 and 2003 surveyssuggest human service educators in their role
as advocatesfor their students (and future human service professionals) and clients
served by the human service deliverysystem. The emphasison advocacy reflects a
primary value of the humanservicesfield.

Over the past 20 years, NOHSE,the professionalorganization, has evolved in a num
ber of significantways. Perhapsthe most symbolic of its growth and recognitionas a
profession is its name change.Knownas the National Organization of Human Service
Educators in the 1982 study,the primaryfocus of the organizationwas supporting
curriculumand program initiativesfor the programs that began in the 1970s and the
1980s. By the 1992 study, the organization became the National Organization for
Human Service Education. This name reflectedan expanded focus.According to its
mission, the NOHSE 'unites educators, students, practitioners, and clients in a con
versation about preparation of effectivehuman serviceworkers" (NOHSE, 2004). At
this writing, yet another name change is proposed: the National Organizationfor Hu
man Services. This projectedchange is more evidence of the broadeningfocus and
the inclusivecommitmentof the humanservice profession.
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The Introductory Course:
A Conundrum

Sandra Haynes

Abstract

Appropriate content for the introductory course in human services has been a bit of a
conundrum because the field is quite broad, has a relatively short history, is closely
related to other helping professions, and, like most disciplines, experiences constant
change. To bring to light the consensus about suitable content for this course, a con
tent analysis of introductory course syllabi was conducted. Results indicate a great
deal of agreement rather than divergence regarding course content. The overarching
topic of all texts was intervention. Suggestions for future content inclusion are made.

The Introductory Course: A Conundrum

The decision about what to teach in the introductory course in a human services cur
riculum can be difficult given the breadth of the field. The human services field re
quires practitioners to possess a wide range of skills in order to deliver a variety of
services including assessment, prevention, and intervention in mental health con
cems. Such skills can be used in addictions treatment, domestic violence counseling,
treatment of high-risk youth, or working with the chronically mentally ill, to name just a
few. Graduates of human service programs are qualified to work in a variety of set
tings, including community health centers, addiction centers, nonprofit organizations,
employee assistance programs, religious organizations, and social service agencies.
Additionally, human service professionals might select career path human services
that involve them in management and/or establishment of nonprofit agencies or work
ing with governments to advocate for underrepresented populations.

Related to the difficulty brought about by breadth, the relatively short history of the
field, coupled with the trouble many find in defining the field as separate from the
other mental health professions, makes concise definition tricky. Human services, as
a field, has existed for little more than 35 years, making the study and practice of hu
man services quite young when compared to comparable disciplines. Human services
shares history and theory with many other fields such as psychology, social work,
psychiatry, and others, and is only recently developing its own theoretical underpin
nings. Because of this, many individuals, even those in the field, find it a chore to ac
curately differentiate among mental health service domains. The question for the in
structor becomes how to represent human services as a valuable and unique profes
sion.
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Even so, introductory courses in human services are taught and taught well. Likewise,
introductory textbooks for human services are growing in number and instructors
have several excellent resources to help guide their courses. Therefore, it seemed
that looking to the experts, those who teach and write about the introductory class,
was the best way to answer the question of what should be covered in the human
services introductory course. The purpose of the current paper is to report on the re
sults of a content analysis of textbooks used in introductory courses across the United
States to assess the state of the art regarding important content for an introductory
course in human services.

Method

Participants

Letters were sent to the 151 seemingly relevant programs (self-identified as human
services programs) listed in the 2004 National Organization of Human Service Educa
tion (NOHSE) Directory, requesting a copy of the syllabus or syllabi that lists the text
book currently used in their introductory course. Fifty-five usable replies were re
ceived for a total of a 36% response rate. Replies were deemed unusable if they
came from pure social work programs (10), or were returned by the United States
Postal Service (16). Seventy recipients did not respond.

Materials

A simple letter was sent to potential participants aSking for copies of all syllabi used in
all sections of the introductory courses in human services, including a topic outline
and the title of the textbook currently used. The letter went on to state the purpose for
such material and to assure participants that their confidentiality would be respected.
A self-addressed stamped envelope was enclosed as well as contact information for
questions.

Results

Once received, textbooks used were extracted. Review copies of all textbooks were
requested. The table of contents for each text was used to analyze topical areas.

A content analysis was undertaken on both syllabi and table of contents of textbooks.
TextAnalyst, a database data mining program, was used to accomplish these tasks.
TextAnalyst was designed to recognize significant vocabulary items and discover
relationships among words by creating a "meta-thesaurus" much like the human brain
forms schemas that assigns words to categories. Thus, text mining is used to dis
cover patterns and new knowledge. Various authors have evaluated TextAnalyst for
validity and reliability within a variety of settings and have found it both valid and reli
able (Kalnine, 2000; Gupta, 1999; Sullivan, 2001).

Examination of the table of contents for each course textbook, as listed on the sylla
bus, yielded the following results:

1. Across all documents, the most important concept was intervention.

2. The most related concepts to intervention were:

a. Skills
b. Clients
c. Systems
d. Roles

3. Of the subtopics under intervention, the concept of skill was the most complex.
Skill was related to the following concerns:

a. Dilemmas
b. Relationships
c. Development
d. Society
e. Welfare
f. Disabilities
g. Health
h. Theory
i. Regulations
j. Culture
k. Mental Health
I. Women

4. Clients and systems were important to intervention; however, no other concepts
were significantly related to clients or systems.

5. Roles was a concept important to intervention and had the following related con-

cepts:

a. Child
b. Diversity
c. Evaluation
d. Assessment
e. Management
f. Person
g. Helper
h. History
i. Environment
j. Therapy

Table 1 contains a list of the textbooks that were identified as being the textbooks
used in introductory courses. Only two instructors required more than one textbook
for the introductory class and all instructors required at least one textbook. The per
centage of respondents using these texts is also identified in Table 1.

Discussion

Examination of the content of textbooks yielded a great deal of consensus regarding
topical areas appropriate for the introductory course: Clea~ly, there is a focus on inter
vention. Intervention was most strongly related to Skills, chents, systems, an~ role~.
As stated earlier, the number of textbooks specific to the field of human services ~Ig
nifies a more coherent identity for the discipline and agreement on content for an In-

troductory course.
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Textbook %

An Introduction to Human Services, 2nd edition, Woodside & McClam 21

An Introduction to Human Services, 1st edition, Woodside & McClam 5

An Introduction to Human Services: Policy & Practice, 4th edition, Schram &
11

Mandell
An Introduction to Human Services: Policy & Practice, 3rd edition, Schram &

5Mandell

Contemporary Issues & Trends, 2nd edition, Harris & Maloney 11

Human Services: Concepts & Intervention Strategies, 7th edition, Mehr 7

Human Services in Contemporary America, 5th edition, Burger, Schmolling,
7

Youkes
Human Services in Contemporary America; 3rd edition, Burger, Schmolling,

2
Youkes

Introduction to Social Work & Social Welfare, 4th edition (4), Zastrow 7

Introduction to Social Work & Social Welfare, 3rd edition (2), Zastrow 4

Essential Skills for Human Services, Poindexter, Valentine, & Conway 5

Theory, Practice, & Trends in Human Services, Neukrug 5

Becoming a Helper, Corey & Corey 4

I Never Knew I Had a Choice, 4th edition, Corey 2

Social Welfare in Today's World, 2nd edition, Whitaker, William, & Fredrico 2

Social Work Day to Day: The Experience of Generalist Social Work Prac-
2nee, 3rd edition, Wells

Table 1. Textbooks and percentageof respondents using each

The concept of "skill" was the most complex. This finding is not surprising as educa
tion related to the skills of working in the human services field is extremely important.
That "skill" was related to dilemmas, relationships, development, mental health, soci
ety, regulations, and diverse populations is highly indicative of the intricacies of the
field. This is likewise true for the varied roles human service professionals might se-
lect for themselves or in which they find themselves. .

The .use of three t~xtbooks. designed for social work is troublesome. Although human
services shares history, Skills, and goals with social work, defining human services as
a separate and viable field is important for the growth of the field and for the career
development of students.

There also appears to be missing components in the topical content. In a society that
is becoming more and more computer dependent, knowledge of the use of this type
of tech~ology for one's chosen profession is paramount. Integrating the use of com
puters Into course content exposes students to the possibilities of this technology.

Some textbooks included technology under special topics ranging from a focus on
how to use Internet resources to how the Web can be best used to serve clients.

As we move to a more globalized economy, how human services fits into a global
marketplace is another topic worthy of consideration. Values espoused by human
services professionals, such as the value of individuals and cultures health and well
being, are those necessary to build a worthwhile global society. A unit on how human
services are utilized in other countries could help shed light on how services could be
made better in the United States and help educators evaluate our "nationalcentrism."

The breadth of subjects selected needs to expand to match the reality of the job mar
ket. For example, given that a portion of students will immediately, or eventually, find
employment in management andlor advocacy work, these two areas should be
touched on in the introductory course. How to critically evaluate research, especially
Web-based material, and conduct research, especially workplace centered research,
e.g., outcomes measures, ought to be considered as a topic for the introductory
course. Case management and crisis intervention skills must be a component of
counseling skills and were included in some of the examined syllabi.

Problem solving and critical thinking skills should be overtly taught. Although these
skills theoretically accompany research skills and ethics, having critical thinking skills
placed prominently in the curriculum lends credence to the importance of their devel
opment. These analytical skills offer students a template by which to solve dilemmas
faced by human service professionals on a daily basis.

Human Services is becoming firmly established as a valuable and unique discipline.
As such, the definition of the field is becoming clearer and, although broad, can read
ily be described as a field with distinctive characteristics and necessary skill sets. It is
important to accurately represent the field to interested students and future profes
sionals. By continuing on the track of curriculum and textbook development we have
seen in the past 35 years, educators can ensure that introductory course content will
become as solid as a course in a constantly changing field can be.
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8. Check all references for completeness; make sure all references mentioned in
the text are listed in the reference section and vice versa.

Guidelines for Authors
9. Manuscripts are edited for consistency of grammar, spelling, an~ punctuation..In

some cases, portions of manuscripts may be reworded for conciseness or clarity
of expression.

10. Manuscripts are accepted for review with the understanding that they represent
original work and are not under review by another publication.

11. All manuscripts must meet the specifications detailed above or they will be re
turned to the authors before review for publication.

Brief Notes. Submissions appropriate for this format include brief reports of re
search projects or program innovations. Manuscripts should not ~xc~ed !our dou
ble-spaced typed pages; it is recommended that the results and impllcatlons oc
cupy at least half of the brief note. A 50-word capsule statement should accom
pany the note.

Critical Reviews. HSE accepts reviews of textbooks, other instructional materials,
and scholarly books of interest to human service educators and practitioners.
Manuscripts should not exceed three typed pages unless two or more related
books are included in one review in which case manuscripts should not exceed
five typed pages.

2.

3.

The following are additional directions for each type of submission.

Arlicles. Ordinarily, manuscripts for articles should not exceed ten (10) typed
pages. Following the title page include an abstract of not.mo~e than 100 ~ords.

This statement should express the central idea of the article In non-techmcallan
guage and should appear on a page separate from the text.

1.

Human Service Education (HSE) is a refereed journal. Manuscripts which are judged
by the editors to fall within the range of interest of the journal will be submitted without
the names and identifying information of the authors to reviewers.

The following instructions apply to all three types of submissions:

2. Manuscripts should be typed in 12-point type with margins of at least one inch on
all four sides. All materials should be double spaced including references, all
lines of tables, and extensive quotations.

1. Manuscripts should be well organized and present the idea in a clear and con
cise manner. Use headings and subheadings to guide the reader. Avoid the use
of jargon and sexist terminology.

The principal audiences of HSE are faculty members and administrators in institutions
of higher education and practitioners interested in human service education. Sample
areas of interest include teaching methods, curricular design, internships and experi
entiallearning, faculty development, career paths of graduates, issues of program
quality, relationships with human service agencies, articulation between two- and
four-year programs, and models of graduate study in human services.

HSE publishes three types of submissions: (1) articles, (2) brief notes, and (3) critical
reviews of instructional materials and scholarly books of interest to human service
educators and practitioners.

3. All material should conform to the style of the fifth edition of the Publication Man
ual of the American Psychological Association.

Send materials in electronic format to Sandra Haynes, Editor, by email to
hayness@mscd.edu or on a floppy diskette to:

4. Avoid footnotes wherever possible.

5. Tables should be kept to a minimum. Include only essential data and combine
tables whenever possible. Each table should be on a separate page following the
reference section of the article. Final placement of tables is at the discretion of
the editors.

Sandra Haynes
Editor, Human Service Education
Metropolitan State College of Denver
P.O. Box 173362
Campus Box 08
Denver, CO 80217-3362

6. Figures (graphs, illustrations) must be supplied in electronic format and must be
in black and white with a minimum of gray shading. Use of submitted figures or a
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National Organization for Human Services

The National Organization for Human Services (NOHS) was founded in 1975 as an
outgrowth of a perceived need by professional care providers and legislators for im
proved methods of human service delivery. With the support of the National Institute
of Mental Health and the Southern Regional Education Board, NOHSE focused its
energies on developing and strengthening human service education programs at the
associate, bachelor's, master's, and doctoral levels.

The current purposes of the organization are: (a) to provide a medium for cooperation
and communication among human service organizations and individual practitioners,
faculty, and students; (b) to foster excellence in teaching, research and curriculum
development for improving the education of human service delivery personnel; (c) to
encourage, support, and assist the development of local, state, and national organiza
tions of human services; (d) to sponsor conferences, institutes, and symposia that
foster creative approaches to meeting human service needs.

Members of NOHS are drawn from diverse educational and professional backgrounds
that include corrections, mental health, child care, social services, human resource
management, gerontology, developmental disabilities, addictions, recreation, and
education. Membership is open to human service educators, students, fieldwork su
pervisors, direct care professionals, and administrators. Benefits of membership in
clude subscriptions to Human Service Education and to the Link (the quarterly news
letter), access to exclusive online resources, and the availability of professional devel
opment workshops, professional development and research grants, and an annual
conference.

Six regional organizations are affiliated with NOHS and provide additional benefits to
their members. They are the New England Organization of Human Service Education,
Mid-Atlantic Consortium for Human Services, Southern Organization for Human Ser
vice Education, Midwest-North Central Organization for Human Service Education,
Northwest Human Services Association, and Western Region of Human Service Pro
fessionals.

NOHS is closely allied with the Council for Standards in Human Service Education
(CSHSE). CSHSE, founded in 1979, has developed a highly respected set of stan
dards for professional human service education programs and also provides technical
assistance to programs seeking Council accreditation.

Membership information can be found on the organization's website at
www.nationalhumanservices.org. Correspondence should be addressed to the NOHS
headquarters office at 5601 Brodie Lane, Suite 620-215, Austin, Texas, 78745, tele
phone 512-692-9361, fax 512-692-9445, info@nationalhumanservices.org.
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